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sake! On September 21, 1955, an informant who has furnished 
reliable information in the past advised that the Pakistani 
Mission to the United Nations had contacted the S8viet Mission : 
to the United Nations and requested a meeting between the . 
Pakistani Foreign Minister and Andrei Gronyko, Soviet Foreign - ma 

t was indicated that the Foreien Minister of Pakistan ~ 
nu 

. = 

‘ - 

Minister, 
would be arriving in the United States on the evening of 
Gantamhar 77 POA5 | and Pha maating wade rentiastad Far TO nm ia 

a 

that date. This information was immediately furnished to th 
Department of State. (5) oe 

. At 8 p.m. on September 21, 1965, Mr. Tom Hughes, 
Director, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Department of St 
contected a representative of this Bureau and referred to the . 
earlier information regarding the proposed meeting between the ~~ 
Pakistani and Soviet Foreign Ministers, Er. Hughes stated.the 
follewing this meeting between the Foreism Ministers, in ail | 
probability, the Pakistani Foreign Minister would attempt to 
‘conter with the President of Pakistan by radio telephone, Mr. Hughes 
said that the Department of State helieve% that the results of 
this conversation between the Pakistani Fereign Minister and the 
President of Pakistan would be of vital importance to the 
U. S. Department of State in connection with its future planning 
of action relative to the Pakistan-India dispute, and to the 
United Nations cease-fire order which had a deadline of 3 a.m. 
September 22, 1965, Inasmuch as this Bureau does not have 
technical coverage of.the Pakistani Mission to the United Nations, 

iy the Department of"State® Witt the vital : 
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' SECRET 
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The Attorney General 
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ee aie 

Pakistan would meet with Andrei Gromyko at the Seviet Mission i 
the United Naticns, 3 p.m., September 22, 1965, This information 
was immediately furnished to the Department of State; however, 
our lack of technical coverage on the Pakistani Mission to the 
United Nations asain precluded our obtaining results of the 
probable telephonic contact, following this meeting, between the 

=>3 

Foreign Minister of Pakistan and the President of Pakistan. (S) 

The curtailment of ovr technical and microphone 
surveillance coverage has severely restricted us 4n supplying 

wea... Valuable data to interested Government agencies, relative to 

HW 55230 

the national defense, 

i - The Deputy Attorney General 

NOTE: 

: Classified "Secret" inasmuch as refers to[-technical 
surveillance coverage of foreign diplomatic establishment ,J(S) 
the unauthorized disclosure of which would cause serious damage 
to the national defense. 
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FROM : MR. W. C a SULLIVAN. 

oO 
susject; CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT AND 

SIMILAR TYPES OF COVERAGE “.. 
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ECL ASSIFY on! 25x 1 > Pe Hes 

This is a monthly memorandum setting forth the feta ie 
number of the Bureau's confidential informants, mail covers ~ 
and the coverage we are naintaining for other Soares agencies 
as set forth in the attached pages. 
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- Fechnical surveiilances are only utilized when necessary 
and are discontinued when they are no Longer productive. Their 

{number veries and as of this date we are operating 64 investizatiyve- 
co RAE IA 

itype (security) technical surveillances in Bureau cases, We are 
lopevatine _one snyestigative-type technical surveillance, in 

“With the Sie sapnocaastttiaacat. bd 

coanection with the Paying OL LHS" thres - “Civil Fishts workers in 
j U3. issisSippie” We are  cGperating 76 “76 satel tigence-type (security) 
tec echnical curveillienc ces restricted to coverage ¢ or _ 2oreign D country 
“diniomatic and official establishments, which are in “addition to 
those we are operating in Bureau cases, 
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/ f In addition, at the the > specific request of National Security 
ree we are maintaining coverase OF teletype Taciiities ~ Of 43° * 

Ketpronbere Sstablishnents~and atthe vequest Seth 36 White House, we_ 
a axe covering the te: teletype facilities of Tass News Agency in | New Yo v York, 
vat 1 

rr) 

Qe 23 2° BL 

i: ‘ i 

| a Qne_ hundred and five microphone surveitiances are presently 
& ‘installed of which AB are concerned with security investigations 

“and 60 are installed in criminal matters - 3 
ne tor nnn a ee enn ar Ne neon = 

During August, 1964, 16 security informants were added ™ 
and 16 were deleted, making a total of 1,095 security informants. 

¢_ | Potential security informants during the same period increased - 
+! from 367 to 369. 

oe, During August, 1964, 158 criminal informants were added 
whil te 109° criminal informants were deleted, This changes the number 

of approved criminal informants from 3,290 to 3,339. Also, during 

| August, 1954, the number OF DOr ent aes criminal informants changed 
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. A. H. BELMONT oe bg a 

RE: CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT AND oe 
SIMILAR TYPES OF COVERAGE 

from 8,130 to 3,169, 

During August, 1964, four racial informants were 
added and eight were deleted, leaving a total of 118 racial 
informants. The number of probationary racial informants is 
76. a 

“- As of September 25, 1964, the Bureau has in operation 
a total of 79 mail covers. Of this number, three are maintained 
| in criminal L fugitive cases and none in criminal cases other than 
fugitive. The criminal mail covers are handled by Special 
Investigative Division. There are 76 mail covers in security 
cases. 

AC oe . 
8 “t e 

- Chay SCA 
This is for your information, WLR pers . 

| y Cal PAB 

‘, yo m t 
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INV. ENE . : : RAC 

OFFICE TS MS TS. TEL SMC FMC OMC SI PSI Ck >pCT Rac PROD _ 

- ALBANY O 0 0 0 0 0 0 1002 37 8673 0 O: 
ALBUQUERQUE 0 0 eo. Oo 0 1 0 6 0 59 105 © 9 
ANCHORAGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 38 0 0 
ATLANTA 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 55 149 ‘il 16 
BALTIMORE 0 2 0 0 1. 0 0 20 2 7i 141 9 OQ ~. 
BIRMINGHAM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oo 32 60 ° 10 oS 
BOSTON 0 cS} 0 0 3 0 0 15 i 54 162 0 ON”. 
BUFFALO 0 6 O 0 2 0 0 14 3 51 115 0 Oo | 
BUTTE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 ‘jl 5lL  =98 0 0, 
CHARLOTTE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 66 125 14 10: 
CHICAGO. 3 is 3 0 5 0 0 $0 15 166 320 32 0 
CINCINNATI 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 10 5 61 144 i Oo, 
CLEVELAND | 1 4 © 0 0 0 0 31 6 72 #194 0 ov 4 
DALLAS 0 0 0 o- oO 0 0 6 5 -59 - 170 -2 -On4 
DENVER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 51 210 0 O11? 

' DETROIT 1 7 0 0 0 O 0 21. 6 316 3199 i o> 
' EL PASO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10. Oo 23 «59 0 OL 
HONOLULU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 iL 50 0 QO = 
HOUSTON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 69 57 0 0 3 
INDIANAPOLIS 0 0 .90 0 0 0 0 20 2 62 106 0 0 
JACKSON 0 0 “0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 = 48 5 14 
JACKSONVILLE 0 1 O 0 0 0 0 2 0 53 i151 11 5 
KANSAS CITY 0 3 oO. O 0 0 0 2 1 75 239 O 0 
KNOXVILLE. 0 0. oO 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 140- 5 2 
LAS VEGAS 1 o°' oO 0 2 0 0 0 0 57 124 0. O- 
LITTLE ROCK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 63. 75 7 0 

 * LOS ANGELES “2 2 0 0 2 0 0 9G 21 116 419 2 i 
a LOUISVILLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o L 79 115 Oo 0 

7 INVESTIGATIVE-TYPE TECHNICAL, SURVEILLANCES (INV) (TS) SECURITY INFORMANTS - 
re MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCES .- MS POTENTIAL SECURITY INFORMANTS-PS: 
“+ ONTELLIGENCE~TYPE TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCES (INT) (TS) CRIMINAL INFORMANTS ~ Cli 

TELETYPE COVERAGE -— TEL. | POTENTIAL CRIMINAL INFORMANTS - FC 

; SECURITY MAIL COVERS.- SMC. | : RACIAL. INFORMANTS -. RAC 
' PUGITIVE MAIL COVERS - FMC | RACIAL INFORMANTS PROBATIONARY - 

OTHER MAIL COVERS - OMC. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED - ore a , | HEREIN |S UNCLASSIFIED ¥* DATE preg alald, 
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INV. INT, RAC 
OFFICE TS MS TS TEL SMC FMC OMC Si -PS¥ CY PCr RAC  Paop . 

MEMPHIS 0 oOo oO, 0 O 0 0 1 0 32 129 38 O- 
| MIAMI i 5 oO 0 l 0 (0 21 7 108 237 1 0 
MILWAUKEE 1 3 O° O 0 0 0 8 5 28 84 0 i | 
MINNEAPOLIS 0 oOo oOo @ 0 0 0 18. 5 60 152 0 O | 
MOBILE o oOo 6 Oo 0 0 0 oO 0 38 128 9 1 | 
NEWARK 0 8s oO 0 4 0 O 40 36 #102 300 0 0 
NEW HAVEN 0 oOo oO 0 1 0 0 167 35 75 O 0 
NEW ORLEANS 0 Oo oOo oO 2 0 0 8 0 25 90 9 5 
NEW YORK 33 18 36 21 22 £40 O 222 95 176 572 1 i 
NORFOLK 0 oOo oO 0 0 0 0 6 0 24 85 i 0 
OKLAHOMA CITY 0 oO oO 0 0 0 0 5 860 48 181 0 0 
OMAHA 0 oO oO 0 0 0 0 i i 43 68 O 0 
PHILADELPHIA 1 7 Oo 0 1 0 6 38 4 83 182 0 0 
PHOENIX 1 2 0 0 0. 0 0 14 83 26... 1286 0 0 
PITTSBURGH 0 4 4 0 9 0 0. 16 5 73 #167 «0 0 
PORTLAND 0 0 oO 0 0 0 0 13 0 34 72 0 O 
RICHMOND 0 oOo oO oO O 0 0 6 6 62 114 1 1 
ST, LOUIS o 2 oO 0 0 0 0 22 0 61 168 0 0 
SALT LAKE CITY o o oOo Oo 0 0 0 14 2 26 65 £0 0 
SAN ANTONIO 0 o oO 0 0 0 O 19 5 49 124 0 0 
SAN DIEGO o oO oO 0 0 0 0 3 2 35 121 9 0 
SAN FRANCISCO 3 5 1 0 7 2 0 72 21 143 317 0 0 
SAN JUAN 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 13 8 30 77 0 0 
SAVANNAH 0 .0 oO '9 0 0 0 1 1 53 147 6 5 
SEATTLE 3 1 OO 0 3 0 0 41 4 65 163 0 0 
SPRINGFIELD 0 6 oO o@ 0 0 0 2 0 58 160 0 O 

_ TAMPA i kL 0 0 1 0 0 21 25 47 124 13 11 
. WASHINGTON 9 7 35 23 #18 #=O 0 52 49 69 160 2 0 

16 8 0 1095 369 3339 8169 118 76 me TOTALS 65 (105 76 44 
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a MR. TOLSON ee 10/6/64 

: a cc Mr. Belmont < Tele. #2 

FROM + AL H. Belmon W Mir. Mohr oe eee 
WW INFORMATION CONTAINED Mr. DeLoach 

Gane 

HEREIN IS QHCLASSIFIED Ki ees ne 
Mr. Sullivan Lou 2, pet SUBJECT: / DATE BY SA ROSSA A, Mey Ze fF 

wo SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE _ Mr. Evans y AY | [Lar se 

TECHNIQUES | Mr. Conrad” | Vee ome 

This is to set forth the procedure being followed, under present 
-|conastions, relative to the use of the following: eee Sa 

. ‘techniques, 

a s demas i 1.. TRASH COVERAGE et at 
' "py radiogram to all offices dated 9/17/64, the field was Ege: 

|that trash covers were not. to be used and any in existence must be jj; 
discontinued. 

ip fo 
2. MAIL COVERS 

' | By instructions to the field dated 9/30/64, all offices were 
instructed to discontinue mail covers in existence and to discontinuc tee 

use of this technique. 
~~ 4. 
om" 

‘ek He __ 

fe fa 

if SS, 4 we 

3, TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCES 6 ™ 
Technical surveillances are being used only in security-type 

|cases. Any departure from this, such as in a kidnaping case, iS present 
to the Director for approval. : 

We are presently examining each of the technical surveillances 
ee insure that this technique is not being used in a case with prosecutiv 
possibilities. The attached proposed instruction to the field stresses 
the fact that the Bureau will not authorize any technical surveillance 
in a case with prosecutive possibilities, as-we-to not want to run into - 
the question of tainted evidence. REC. 3) oct Be 1966 “77 ~ 4 

We disseminate a great deal of information outside the Bureau ma 
jfrom our technical surveillances, for. exampte™to the“iihite House, . 
[State Department, CIA, the military intelligence agencies, and the c 
Department. This is necessary because we secure a great deal of intelli— 
gence data on such matters as the plans of various countries regarding 
issues being considered at the United Nations; the purpose of a pending 
contact between a foreign diplomat and the State Department, or the . 
White House ; plans of the Communist Party to initiate programs, or to : 

deluge: the White House with telegrams ary PREC Sey RAF TATION of 

AB CSH_(8) an : XEROX Unauthorized Disclosure a ; os = an dine dst ze, a wa, OCT CT 19 1964 Subject to Criminal Sanctiong 
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Mr. Tolison | ra 
RE: SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE 

TECHNIQUES | 
4 

4 

the Communist Party or subversive elements to infiltrate the racial 
movement; possible racial disturbances; advance planning of Martin Luther 
King and his associates; demonstrations against ‘Congressional committees, 
et cetera. We also pick up information regarding Security Index subjects 
which is included in investigative reports that eventually go to the 
Department, as the Department passes on Security Index cases, 

Our safeguards in the area of technical surveillances are 

(a) careful evaluation before they are installed. Current instructions 
are that they shall not be used in any case with prosegutive possibilitie: 

(b) Paraphrasing or covering up of the source when we disseminate, so 
that the recipients cannot determine that the source of the information 
is a technical surveillance. ; 

(c) Should a case develop pvrosecutive possibilities, despite our effirrts 
not to-use technical sSurveillances in any case which may develop intvu 
prosecution, we will insist on a complete understanding with the Depart 
ment and the US Attorney, so that we will not run into another case, 
such as the JARO case, handled so ineptly by US Attorney Hoey. 

[-L 
4. MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCES 

' Microphone surveillances are being employed in security cases (44) 
and criminal intelligence matters (60). Each installation of a micro~ 
phone must be approved by Mr. Tolson'’s office. 

We are presently going over each of these existing surveillances, 
in the security field, to insure that they are not being employed where 
there are prosecutive possibilities, and the same precaution will be 
used in future installations. The attached radiogram to the field 

.so instructs the field. 
+’ 

Intelligence information coming from these security microphones 
is likewise disseminated, when pertinent, to outside agencies, with 
appropriate paraphrasing and coverup of the source so that the 
recipients will not know the source. As in the case of technical 
surveillances, valuable intelligence data is derived from these sources. 

In the criminal intelligence field microphone surveillances 
have been a primary source of information permitting us to gain knowledge 
of the activities in the field of organized crime, and particularly - 

2 | | 
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Mr. Tolson 
RE: SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE -———— 

TECHNIQUES 
& 

> 

Cosa Nostra. The information derived has enabled us to know of the 
organization and planning of leaders of organized crime, and has pro~- 
vided data leading toward our primary goal of infiltrating, penetrating 
and disrupting organized crime, and provided leads to develop live 

. informants Within organized crime. Following the leak from the Depart- 
; ment in the Las Vegas case we stopped disseminating to the Department 
jand the US Attorneys any information coming from our microphone surveil- 
lances, and Since that policy was adopted we have had no further leaks 
from these sources. The only dissemination we make is when we pick up 
information about a possible forthcoming murder, or a matter within 
the jurisdiction of local authorities. We then dissemjnate to carry 
out our responsibilities, but we paraphrase and cover the source, fe 
have had no difficulty in this regard. The attached radiogram to the 
field reiterates instructions that information coming from these 
criminal intelligence microphones must not be disseminated without 
prior Bureau authority. 

Xf approved, we will operate along the lines set forth above. 
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| e | 
FX-10 TEE ATTORNEY GENERAL 3 August 2, 1965 
Vay a ee : 

Ries fhe 2 2 / 
REG- 49 Pirectox, FBI 

ee ALL INFORMATION SPIED 
i Date iol U ay ee 
TECHNICAL SULVEILLANCES AND DATE mle 
TS USE CF ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

(na the tinvnins of Fuiy SO, 1965, ur. &. 2B. 
eshonach and Hr. A. HH. Eeilmont, of this Durcan, met with 

He. Harold *. Fels, Gf your oixice, and liv, ioward WALLERS 
ek the Criminal Division, with reterence te the President's 
MeRoTanaun os JUNG SG, L055, cece iano With vackn igal 
SUrveliiances and the use of eleetroni . devices. 

ae 

ix view of the fact that this Bureau does obtain 
authority Prom you on €20Rn technical survelilence, and 
thus the Devartrent SOreises contral control aver the 
as of this. tecnidde WY Che SL, ux. Leis advised that 
> Wonba be unnecessary Lor us to Send an THe a2asem uene 
pioned iu the last varagraph of the President's memorandum. .- grt bie 8 

With reterence to the first naragsranh on pase 2 
Or the Presicent’s memorandum, desiing with mechnical and 

eee eaevices, aS you are avare we Raise consult with 
FOU YeLlative to the use Gf microphone surveiilances, nnd 
spoasequently We wceat the requirements of this pararcraph. 

urine the disenssien with lessrs. Reis and Pilblens - 
2% WhS Boreed that we would faryard samnles of the requests 
Wo have made in comnection with technical survellisnces, 
SO that the Bopartmeat can devise apvropriste instructions 
to other eorernasnt AGERCLeS concernins the format anc 
aces tures te Be followed in waking requests of the ORC EASY, i 

Generai. AS of wossible as sistance, i am encicsing tarée 
\s samoles of actual Yeauests, xrom which we have elininatee oN 
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= 
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i if i This document is prepared in response to your request and is dissemt- ~7# 

nation outside yo Wuttee. Its use is limited to officigh proceedings by 
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this is to advise that aii 
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entertain additional sequests for mail covers in the future. 
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ee NTAINED ~ He & y ___ ALLINFORMATION CONTA : 3 
me. oe eee HEREIN! SIFIED . 3 
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1 & ” GRCUNICAL SURVEILLANCE ARE TO BE USED YOR INTELLIGENCE 

. PURPOSES ONLY AND, THEREFORE, YOU SHOULD INSURE THAT YOU DO NOT 

FROPOSS OR REQUEST TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCES IN CASES WHICH RAVE 

THE SAME POLICY APPLIES TO — PROSECUTIVE POSSIBILITIES, 

peenenn WHICH INVOLVE T CUINATION OF | 

INPORHATION FROM TECHNICAL AND MICROPHONE SURVSILLANCES HUST 

& PARAPHRASED AND APPROPRIATELY WORDED TO PROTECT THE SOURCE. wv | 

REFERENCE TO INFORMATION DEVELOPED FROM 

NES, YOU ARE AGAGH INSTRUCTED THAT 

TRESPASS. DISS 
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‘Letting Attorney General's office, a record of any poagtaps which have been placed 

7 “| Bremen 80, 1865 - 
os | 

; 2 [ | 
| MEMONANCUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

OT ge ge : : 

VWith reforence to tho presor controls over wirctanping and the 

iustoliniion of micrenhones, you will recall that Lacvicod you that baci: 
uncer the edminiciection of Attozmnoy General Ciseek T recommended that 

all Government agonciss reirain from winctanpizy unless there was 

‘epocific as proval in cach instance by the Attarnagy Conoral wao 13 the 
chicf inw officer of the Government. I repcnicd ihe same recommondation 

to Gn2h succesnive Aitorney General following the administrftion of Attorney 

Gonoral Class. — ee Fe” | : 

of wirctanoine by Govoramont agencies. Iam th only head of a Govornmen 
_ 1 devectontiva ncanew who doas not have the authority to authorize a wiretan, 

* bet wader the system which 1 personally sct up. Therefore, requests for. . 

— wirctays are sont by me to the-Attorney General for his asproval or 

isapprovel, I know that no such system is follogved in cther branches of 

the Governmest and, infact, in many instences sukordinatcs quite far coin 

tho line c? authority tap telcnhones without the specific approval-of the hcad 

of the eroney and certainly without specific apprevel of the cabinet officer 
. a? 2a. Tae 2 in Charge cl c.c dagaztment, 
- ae % 

! * Phoave always felt that there was a very lax control in the handling 

a telovhone tmloss it is enecfienliy nparoved incach instance by tho Attornsy 
a " eL * vs ~ - conerai: lenis would ce 

( - E still feel cwite stronctly that no Goverenmen asoncy ehould tap 

? tainly circumserija pruniscucus wiretapping on 

¢ the part cf Government agencics and would cenizalize in one place, the 

by a Government agency. 

+} ; 
, ‘ . o 7 A Sates 

| £3 you are aware, in the ence of the FEE we co not request 

\ mrone tess emeent ia cases invelvieg kldnating aml espicnage.~ This has been 

\ prodicdied upoa may theory that waoa tho le of m Sriivicual or the lito,.o1 

ieee to Sintiga ib ia peril a phond top is juctificd for mtolligonce purposes “25 

yak *4ASeny-tniormation cbinined over a phone tap camcibe used ia the trial of a 

| ie Seeeiminnh case. mF hee oe 

HW 5 

a f~ 

iu JEH:RM (6) fd the a 
/ ne ' AWhig documé jf vrepared in response to your re 

. Towf 2d nation outside ‘géur Committee. Its use t3 limited 
'.. Trotter 22. 3° yous” Gontnjttee and the content may nut be disclos 

Tele. oom 

aablelnes epee 

Yeu ° MA ROOMC_J tevetype unit 

- ol ge 

Os ant e 

Hdhilis A CP OS 
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nel without the express_gpproval of the FBI. 
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~~ wert oka é. ~~ f. . animes ee mee Riemorandcam Zor tho ee ; See : 

Za line with your eussestion this mornins, I have alreacy sct up 

tho proceczure similar to remosting of authority for phone taps to be utilised 

in rezucctin outhority for the placement of misronhones, In ctor words, 

I shall forward to you from time to time request for authority to install 
micreniones whoro Coomed imporative for yous consideration and approval 

or Gisansroval, Furthormore, f have inctrucied that, whore you have 

acozeved eithor a phone t2p or the installatica ci a microphone, you be 

advised whoa euch is Ciscontinzad # fm less thea six months and, if not 

discontinued in logs than six months, that a new request be submitied by me 

to you for extension of the telephone tap or microphone installatica. 

- .. Respectially, — a 
i : . e442 Soe. : ; : ? . ; 

I <a - ; 2 gO ae Por ee Te eo a ete oe 

eg vty, & .- ©... John Eagar Hoover 
oa ee oe 0 Divector de 

: 7 ‘ = ee 8 

7" a 

vn we mide hce=e an Whenteaties Os imisetene sah Staten ong “gn. aa sys -«. “men a 

” 

OAT. ge MB Son. - 
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9:53 a.m. o, March 30, 1965 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 

ON CONTAINED MR, BELSIONT 
MR. DE LOACH 

I called the Attorney Generai and advised him Tf had 
checked both matters he had inquired about earlier today and 
we, of course, have never -tapped (Joseph) Alsop's phone and 

-~—~---~-have had no surveillance on young Reston. 

- - J[-further advised him that Mr. DeLoach told me that 
Moyers toid him Alsop came in to see Moyers yesterday. The 

._.dAttorney General said this was the reason for his phone call. 
I advised him that Alsop said he was going to write a column 

_if we didn't take it off right away. 4 said as far as I am 
concened Alsop can write anything he pieases. The Attorney 
General said before we get to that, what he is trying to do now 
is mebka enra nohndv did. T said it is entirely possible the 

Defense Department or the Comptroller General's office did. i 
further stated we could.very readily check his (Alsop’s). phone . 

a 

ick | and find out but I wouldn't do that for him. 

° As to young Reston, I said there was no investigation 
by us but it is entirely possible another agency did. 

The Attorney General Said the. ‘thing that occurred to 
him is that Alsop believes this because he said something over 
the phone which he said to nobody else and, therefore, his 
phone must have been tapped, but it is possible Alsop taiked on 

—--a phone that was tapped and it was not his phone. I said that 
is possible; that it is entirely possible epere other Government 
agencies are tapping phones. 

The Attorney General said the Drestacne talked to 
7 him about that and he told the President he was contemplating 

that no taps be authorized by anyone except himself ~ but he 
has not discussed this with all the other department heads - so 
he would have a central control. I toid him I recommended that 
back under Tom Clark. He said the President though that was a 
good idea. He further, said, if that 3s set up the way ke would 
like done, the requests would come through me to him. I said I 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorized Disclosure 

HH $5230 Docld: 32969655 Page 16 
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Memorandum for Messrs. ‘Tolson, Belmont, DeLoach March 30, 1965 

| bo, 
- j. 

would be glad to do that. He said Mckemara is perfectly 
agreeable to this and McNamara thinks it is not possible in 
Defense without his or Vance's approval but that is not his 
(the Attorney General' 's) impression. I said it is not mine. 
He said he told the President he had absolutely no question 
about the Bureau in this Dees Pe ccuid not speak for the 
other agencies. 

2 hee ree 

. I stated that, if an agent should get out of line, 
. - aw he would be fired right away; that they understand that very 

. Clearly; that when we have requests fxom the field that we 
turn down, we don't even send them aromd to hif; that we try 
to keep ‘them down to 50 or 60 for the emtire country in 

S- espionage and Kkidnaping cases. He remarked that kidnapings 
are very rare. I explained that, where the life of an individual 

7 or the life of the Nation is threatened, I think it warranted. 
I said that three years ago, we had about 100 and now have 

i gotten it down to about ov or so and tir sieid is vey 
eo sensitive to the fact that they will nett be approved here unless 

ad ‘it is something very vital; 3 ond I think A eaiy would be the only 
FTV: 7 ~way to-do it. ye on oer 

ce) 

_ i — a ae row 

~ 

The Attorney-General said alza he would like to 
|. a awe Setup .some similar procedure on microzyZone installations; 

, that he really ought to be informed in this regard, not be 
told after but be toid prior. I stated I am perfectly willing 
to have that done; that I see no-objection. The Attorney 
General said he does notthink it is risit to put a respon- 
sibility like that on the Bureau; if ampthing comes out, he 
has to take responsibility and so he mht just as well take 
the responsibility. 

~ 

I related that there are four categories: the so- 
called mail covers and they have been discontinued; the so- called 

xo trash covers and we have one in Miami mi a Cuban who is working 
for the Castro element; the other two «categories are in so-called 
phone covers and in the microphone covets. I said we still have 
some microphone covers though not in Ierge numbers; that they 

ro are largely limited to espionage and Gxsa Nostra. activities; 
-bu€ I would start right away on the vi sh acai the way we 

~ foliow on the telephones. 

The Attorney General indicated wecmaneed to discuss 
this with me in detail but not on the zfone that he thought 
on the taps we might have a system where the authorization 

78 ( would run for a specific time, six momiis or something; that 
| as it is now he has no idea when they are taken off or when 

= 2 _™ 
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Memorandum for Messrs. Tolson, Belmont, DeLoach March 30, 1965 

| 
they continue to go on. I advised him that we re-evaluate 
each phone tap every thirty days; that i have no objection 
on re-evaluation to again notifying him we would like to 
continue the tap. He ‘said he was thinking of a longer period. 
I said we could take three months or six months and he said 
whatever fits in with our practice. [stated I would ge glad 
to do whatever he suggests. es 

Very truly yours, 

. s 

~ “\" John Edgar Hoover 
' Director 

1 - Miss Holmes a ” in : 
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‘5 eee i. OLSON Es DATE: _ 5/30/65 VEZ 
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vr. Sullivan =~. [itis Resa 

| ee ee ee ee | be ROSEN” @ Ss" og Gesty 
is © ne, SR ee Os ae rts Giese Gale . 
susject: _TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCES ‘and . 3 Ere, J.D. onohuo E Fh eae 

: “MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCES Jf 0 80 ln, ater nines Te pee 
With reference to the Director's’ conversation wed th the AG -"W. 

- . this morning, concerning technical and micropnone surveillances, .77“—~_. 
°F immediately called Assistant Directors Sullivan, Rosen and Gale, vit?- 
‘and instructed that, effective immediately, 211 microphone surveil~>.(, . 
lances are to be authorized by the AG, in the same manner as we #07 
now secure authority for technical surveilleances. In addition, when 

~< either a technical or microphone surveillance is discontinued within : 
_- ‘six months after being placed, the AG is to be notifieg. Also, atN,. 

>-dntervals of six nonts after: placing a technical or microphone 4) Seo 
- surveillance, the 4G is to be advised that the eee ve euees: are a 
_ being continued and the reasons why. Bia Je are - 

. 2 * 2 . ux - - o™ 4 aed > “ ° =: -e ~ * =e . eds Ses fn et me te eee e:, 
- - 

in Waa reference to technical and nlicroghans Suge tiagecs OW 
 -3n existence, we of course require periodic jestification from the 

. - e249 wt 
ft deeb agua the CUutinuauce wa buSSt SULVELL LANDES. At tre time or 

..+ gthe next t justification on on: these current_ Surveiliances we 2re to 
2a - 

the AG that they are in existence and are being continued, a. jestaty 
EZ wh and thé reasons why. “This will -put ain on ), notice: on a staggered Oasis 

ae these dusees cations cone ane. = te SO ee a cee wa aoe 

a tt 

. . . 
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ie It is not considered Saydcable S ion mat 2, eritten conauni- 
= , cation to the field on theSe-new procedures. kre notification to 

the Attorney General is harfdled entirely at the seat of governnent, 
“and-no technical or microphone Survelljlances cam be pla ced without “~~ 
- clearence by the Bureau at the seat of government... If the Director 

" fagrees}. we will oralty, ¢dxplain to the SACs when they. come to the 
jseat of-government for two-day conferences or amservice training 
that we are following this new procedure.with the AG, and we will e 
Stress to the SACs the absolute necessity for restraint. and caution 
in eyte both of these ranrpia aa ; ae oe —— 

4 

--¢ os - -- @ 

- Occasionally we receive 2 fei epnoue call ero an SAC request- 
ing aythority On an urgent basis to place a miczophone imnaediately 

le cover the activities of a Soviet-bloc officisl who is visiting 
{2 city overnight. The field-is required to cover such visits to 
see mBewee the official | is dete contact with.an espionage agent. 

‘ 
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-¥Such requests are always cleared with Ur. Tolsoa in advance if time 

permits; otherwise a memorandum is written imnsdiately, advising 

of the request and that authority was granted. In cases of such _ . 

urgency, it is suggested we continue .to handle the requests‘in the 

i 
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7 sane manner, and immediately prepare a memorandum to the AG, putting 
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JUNE = __ duly 14, 1966 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
Mh. BELMONT 

fp | lek, GALE 
- war - i 
" aie ee bik, KOEN 

_— ™ MN. DE LOACH | 
oO WW fie, V7, aed 3 i “ 

Ga duly 12, i965, the Attorney General came iii from his oiilce 
to See we reiative to the problem he is faclay in connection with testifying sewre 
senttor/Lun 2's Committee concéerhiny technical installations and ¢lectronic uze 
for listening ‘furpuses. die stated that he did pot anticipate any provlerc: cancer NT 
tevimical divices and i told him we had been aseured by scnator hachand, Ghaiesuan 
of tha ssain comicittse of which Scnator Lone os hilssouri is a Codizrican of a 
eubctomaiiltcs that beantor Long would not rais € any questions avout te Fii's 
opdrvations in taa mater of techiticas surveiuences and electronic ds ices. 

Tue Atlurnzy General stated he ieit that in view of the pressure tat 
is boing Gruusitto bear, particuiariy on the Isternal Revenue servize, be would 
like to have all mlerophone instelietions euspencded af this time. ic state? alt 

— to Femuve Sucn microounnes, but to stop any coveraye of tha same do that‘ce would 
bein a puciticn to state that there was no coverage of uicroghones by the bia, |” 
b imuseulatudy intormed fur. Belmont in the presoace of tae attorney Gencrai and Vi >- 
toid him to see tual asvropriate crders were 1esued to all ficid otticeuhavins th - 
milorephows Latallations to atua coverage of tie came cut to aliow tie micruswonegwy, a 
t@ remain in iad not taxe tiem out until furtaer word fron the Attarney General. 

“~\ 
“ 

in the meantime, of course, we Should not send any recuusts i. oo . 
Bucroyhons installations to the Attorney General for approval but should await =~ 
tS Cutvome of the present developments in the bear ings veiore te Bong Concilitee, 

“Eya Yee eer Yrhon the Atturney General apovared before tac Long Committee polturca; ca liv, Barnard Fonsterwald, dr., wae is the Chief Counsel of the Cuinmittee, ul : 3 
Relat a aaty the matter of technical installations py the FSI and asked various questiias g | 
core eBetniay tac AIO, eis tue Altoruey General has agreed to supply certais 9 
Casper : . “hE fd ‘ “2 patina . 
Contod JL EZ na (16) iy Wee. a ts @ wi te 2) / ch ee nis _ 3 

ales 
ed Siiwacco=, «2 E'iss HolyMATIONAL SECURITY INFORMAT l 7 1965 , Tavel Unauthorized’, Diselos é 0 ae 

igh pala ron sap 5 ~ Subject to Gtiminal Sanctions —. Meancicdl, — XEROX 
GAR YOO. s. mannong CO TELetyrc unit L_] JUL 16 1085 - 
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Memorancam for Mesars, olson, Belmont, Gale, Rosen, Sullivan, DeLoah 

information. { instructed yesterday that a memorandum be prepared dmincciately 

for the Atloraecy Geavral giving biim tae answers to tae questions waich hau ocean 

asked of Aira tnat pertain to the PGI, Cevicusly Senator .ong did aot Keep is 
promise ta senator pastieand rwiative fo involving tas #0 in thia inveatigarlua 
which the ion Comittee ig making and which has been largeiy centered upcn 
the Internal ievenus Hervica and its activities in tae Pitigourygh fizid divis:an. 

 ~Ag regards the techalcal survetllances which we have in operatioa, i 
note Chat the éktorasy Cientrai is Loiciag aad has aol yei Soyproveu aswel bis suin 
requeaia jar tachnicas Gurveilinaces, and i welicve Liat tars is provabiy due tu ine 
hearings Waich ar2-veing celd v7 the wong Vomimities. i pedieve taat We mis; be 

compelled to witadvaw ali te aod Gurvelulences wat sy lar nad vad but vera 

ordered by the Aiturney General aad we Wiis continus the coverage ob leone Waich 
We nave in operation. 

. . 5 e ¥ 

in view of tae growls uviicacy ia this whole fleld, I wili be mure 
reluctant to acprove a iuv tevtnuical burveliiances untia the abmuspuere 
has ova ciariiied, : ; 

| I realigg the vaue Gi techaical surveillances AS Well is Of microD AG: 

‘Installatioas, Gt in wir SeCuE UT and in Gut crime inveutigatiou:, aut id it ac aa 
willl of Cousrese ani tie desire of tue Atioriéy Genera. inat they ve LuInpaciaily 

guspendsd, we will, of ciursa, Zave to comply Wika i, 

is the meantime, I want you to ve most circumspect in requestin: 
approval of aay technicéa surveudinaces ena digcontigng any Waich are aot ccaily 

pe uct ye. 

Very truly yoard, 

| LEH 

Jdohu bdgar Roover 
Darectar . . oe 

- ee ‘NT FROM D. 0. 
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UNITED: STATES’ GOVERNMENT a a feat 
. 4 Memorandum, -aie i : a 

a a 
p79 + Mire olson i iweoRMATIONCONTAINED’T™ 7/30/68 Te IE nS 

pave ioialen inalea se edoun + Mrs Belmont oe ee 

FROM : A. H. Belmon “Mor. Mohr . # eas errr Holmes 

| Mr. DeLoach | {2 on Gandy 
C . Mr. Conrad 4 7 

SUBJECT: TECHNICAL AND MICROPHONE Mr. Gale 
SURVETLLANCES Mr. Rosen 
(President's memorandum | Mr. Sullivan 
of 6/30/65) 

eee 

t. % Vaile 
-. Qn the morning of 7/30/65 Assistant Director petdash and’! 

~~ ~~ 

x 
= I met with Harold F. Reis of the Attorney General's Office and Howard 
prs Willens of the Criminal Division, with reference to ghe President’ Ss ee 
25% memorandum of 6/30/65 doatsne with technical and microphone / Ga fe 
= S  surveillances. pol: 

3 ae f 
The President's memorandum restricts wire taps to 

| national security cases and requires the prior approval of the 
Attarnoaw General. As the Rureau does clear everv technical surveil’ - oe lm 

} lance in advance with the AG, no action is required by us. 

wes mr hated ork inn, Some Ef) 
2 

4 alc se 
ed §, 

moerea 

athangomn fi 

CRO any Tyee 

: my BT ad 

MeO Tae: 

a The President's memorandum also states that each agency 
should consult with the AG to see that the agency's practices in 
microphone surveillances are in accordance with the law and with a 
decent regard for the rights of others, Messrs. Reis and Willens 

x were advised that the FBI does clear its migrophone surveillances 
,With the AG and, therefore ’ the AG is fully cognizant of our practices 
and policies. rom eer ee eee eae ee ee 

vet ad of Pen a ae ee 2, facies cg naan Be ON ae ir eee ee ae BAKA We mre s - 

The President's memoranduin calls for an’ inventory of «wl. 
mechanical and electronic equipment to intercept telephone conversa~: 
tions, and a list of interceptions currentiy authorized, and the 
| not be for them. Messrs. Reis and Willens advised that it would 

a 
awh 

Stree 

“~ 
¢ 

eas esas 

“4 inot be necessary for the Bureau to submit such information to the 
}-1 Department, inasmuch as all technical surveifilances by the Bureau 
{ }Shave been under the Strict control of the Degartment of Justice. sk 

ty oH eg "yr eeeg ET es Neo eo, Re ON cat Tie Gesd BENG AG ae ee 

Mr. Reis a that it would be nenessary for the AG t 
| send a directive around to various agencies which use wire YERS) 

giving instructions as to the form which showid be used in cl earine: 
11 technical surveillances with the AG. He asked whether the Bureau’ 
1} could prepare such a directive, and whether the Bureau would be in a 

position to advise the AG whether these requests from other agencies 
had merit. ‘iq told Mr. Reis- that we: would nott be Any a position to 

WP Wee STI 
4 

= 
Sigs ETE ao apn vo 

emenset y ou ae WS DR osure Q va : % oe ss ¢ 

ae baie ect to Grim lpSatietions bt aug 27 1965 
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Mr. Tolson : 

= f 

| 

comment on the merits of any of these requests. In so far as the forn 
of the requests from other agencies is concerned, I pointed out that 
when we request technical surveililances from the AG we put in 
sufficient information to Show that the matter concerns internal | 
security and a paragraph as to the merits of the case, and that the 
request from the agency should have sufficient information in it 
to permit the AG to rule on its merits. { told Reis we would give 
him samples of our requests so that he could use them in drawing upd 
instructions to the other agencies. 

MYEP A rcirmtcne Coma ae NS cea, &. eenmistintert = — 

: In discussing the question as to how the other agencies 
lwould present their requests to the AG, Messrs. Reis#’and Wiliens 
were advised that we would be glad to have such requests picked up 
£rom the other agencies by our liaison representatives, and delivered 
‘to the AG's office, and thereafter return the requests, with the 

| AG's action, via liaison, to the appropriate agencies. Mr. Reis 
| ; | Said that he was insisting that requests from the other agencies 

— gon eoetcera® ACK IR AA 

Pie’ UukUUE cue “Ou sia, -cCo Suaueaucs acauccuve uecm' sas acs 2olue 

|would have to come from the office of the Secretary of Defense. 
3 

Relative to other agencies consulting with the AG as to 
their practices in the use of microphones, Mr. Willens indicated 
that he would probably be the one who would discuss this matter 
with other agencies, for the AG. 

.| . 

« 

(§ 

ACTION: 
None. We will furnish to Mr. Reis a couple of samples 

of our requests for technical surveillances, after eliminating any 
confidential names, et cetera, from them, 
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M emorandum Tote y NE £ 
| 

' ° | cc Me. Belmont Titer _—— 
FROM : Ae H,* Bexmont Mr. Sullivan jo. eee 

, £- Mx. Gale PERSE pn 
C VIALS ALL INFO fg Ate -supject: TECHNICAL AND a S joe 

SURVEILLANCES Dare (oftleo a YG cr [J » 
. a tee at Onn = al : a de 

¢ Ai >! VA 
I accompanied the Director to the Attorney General's office | 

at 5 pem., on 5/6/65 to discuss the use of technical and microphone 
surveillances by the Bureau in our work. 

The AG advised that he was not concerned about the use of 
these techniques in security work, apparently on the Wasis that the 
need for such techniques in this field was apparent to everyone. He 
said he was in agreement with the Director's position that all 
technical surveillances by all government departments and agencies 
should come through the AG for approval, in order that a strong control 
could be maintained. He indicated he had talked to Secretary McNamara 
who said the military were nut using ware Lape 5 Muu we paraScvce MOCOGS 

5 of CIA, who indicated CIA had only had one wire tap, which the FBi 
i knew about (this was in a leak case involving a newspaperman in 

Northern Virginia, which we declined to handle). The AG thought it 
would be desirable for other agencies and departments to arrange 
with the FBI to place wire taps for them, when BEC eeenr a thus 
insuring central Cea and handling. 

dae tt 

We advised the AG that this was not desirable; that we had 
found, as a matter of practice, that the only way you could keep these - 
matters secret was to keep them within the FBI, and that we would not 
admit to anyone that we actually had wire taps on specific persons ~— 
or organizations, even though we cleared technical surveillances in ~. 
advance with the State Department when they related to foreign i 
establishments. It was pointed out that the only one in the Depart- 
ment of Justice who knows of the wire taps and microphones we have 
is the AG himself, as such information does not go out of the AG's 
office, and while persons could guess, as a result of information that 
we disseminate, they could not make a positive statement. We reiterated 
that we would not want to handle wire taps for some other agency. 

The AG expressed concern about microphone coverage of 
hoodiums in criminal work. He said he was not concerned about 
recording devices carried on the persons of our informants, or in 
automobiles, or the rooms of informants, nor was he concerned about 
legal microphones, He was concerned — the pemesPe tay that the 

een Seo CONTINUED SO) | NATIONAL SECURITY INFORM oe 
£ Unauthorized Disclosure _ i 

—. 

g HG 5  «®abject to Criminal Sancté weve G JUL 28 1985 
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Mr. Tolson 2 
! 

4 

j ; 

e 4 | 

: 
Department and the Bureau would be embarrassed by attorneys, such as 
Edward Bennett Williams, raising the issue of: microphones in court, 

+ such as in the Las Vegas case, . 

We pointed out that the Las Vegas matter arose as a resuit 
of a leak, and we are not disseminating information from our micro- 
phones, aS such, any more to safeguard against such a leak; further, 
Williams' attempt to utilize the Las Vegas microphones in the Alderisio 
case in Denver backfired on Williams, and Williams has instructed that 
a ae against the telephone company in Las Vegas be dropped as of 
0/14/65. 

It was pointed out that La Cosa Nostra is aspowerful group 
Which spearheads organized crime in this country. It has immense 
power through corruption, money, influence in political and law 
enforcement circles, and wields power over its membership and asso- 
ciliates through fear; that it constitutes a menace to the welfare of 
the country because of its power and influence, and has been surrounded 
hey an anra of invinoihility Wa hava wacad an allenut attack on this 

group, uSing any and all means to destroy it and break down its 
; influence and alleged invulnerability. In this attack our microphones 

have been invaluable in that they have provided intelligence informa- 
{ tion as to the identity of members of La Cosa Nostra, the areas of 
4 their influence, and their organization and activities. Knowledge 

permits us to plan our attack and to probe vulnerable spots; also to 
disrupt and harass the group and pass information along to trusted 
local and state officials, who can act on it. Above all, this 
knowledge assists us in developing live informants. Originally we 
were told we could not develop informants in La Cosa Nostra, but we 
have developed 8 and will develop more. Any case for prosecution 
will be based on live informants or evidence not flowing from micro- 
iphones; therefore, these cases will not be “tainted" and the government 
[ceca be able to forestall any demand for information on these 
techniques in court by stating the case rests on evidence which in 
no way flowed from tainted sources. 

The AG was advised that unless he wants to cut down on the 
attack on organized crime, these microphones are necessary. The AG 
inquired whether trespass was involved and the extent to which the 
telephone companies had knowledge of our microphones. He was told 
that trespass is involved in about 95% of the cases, and that we 
seek to keep the telephone company in ignorance by merely leasing 
lines without telling the phone-company what they are for. 

* 

SOF 2s 

CONTINUED —- OVER 
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5 The AG said, after the discussion, tnat he would go ahead 
. and initial the memoranda we had sent to him,’ and would like us to 

send through the additional,memoranda showing the continuance of these 
microphones, He said he would rather Know about these things, and 
back the Bureau in its use of these techniques, than be in pene ees 
of what was going on. 

The AG advised that President Johnson had told him that he 
did not want technical surveillances used, and the President asked 
ifor a list of technical surveillances on embassies. It was agreed 
‘that the Director and the AG would talk to the President, and the 
‘Director would have a list of the embassy technical strrveillances 
in his pocket, but no list would be left at the White House. The 
tvalue of the intelligence information funnelled to the White House 
lic, the State Department and other agencies was pointed out to the 
‘AG, and we have prepared examples of these items for the Director to 
use in his discussion with the President. We have also prepared the 
jlist of technicais on empassies. 

a ‘ 

ameter Lt yrenteads hie eeretes 4% 

» 
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To: Myr.'! Conrad | DATE: Suly 26, 1965 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

FROM: i LD _—— OAT un aE apa UNE “LS 
Swe 

SURECT: SENATE SUBCOMMITTER-ON 
ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE AND 
PROCEDURE (LONG COMMITTEE) 

Reference is made to my memorandum to you dated July 21, 1965, captioned 
as above which furnished information in #esponse to the Director's questions 
concerning portions of Treasury Departm ment testimony before the Long Committee, 

; s 
Regarding refresher training of sound-trained Agents in connection with 

regular In-Service, the Director noted "It must be stopped,.? Accordingly, 
arrangements have been made with the Administrative Division and Training 

a | Division for immediate discontinuance of this refresher training. ' 

In connection with a reference by an Internal Revenue Agent to a tape recorder 
i built in a brief case and the explanation that Bureau has some small recorders that 
| may be transported in a brief case, the Director noted, ''None is to be used without 
: specific approval by Tolson.. No‘more are to be acquired,'' This type of equipment 
' 4 already requires prior Bureau approval for its use and the prior authorization 
, {Will in the future be obtained by interested Divisions from Mr. Tolson.: Director's 

, instruction with reference to not acquiring additional small recorders is noted and 
{no further recommendations for acquisition of equipment of this type will be submitted, 

Relative to the infrared night viewing devices used by the Bureau to assist 
in physically surveilling a darkened area,.the Director noted, "No more are to” be 

pacquired, Tolson must approve the use. " instruction relative to approval procedure 
vis included in attached proposed SAC Letter.; The Director's instruction with 
| reference.t0, not acquiring additional infrared night viewing. devices is noted and no 
further een for acquisition of additional units will be submitted:! 

1 = Mr. Belmont, * -, HATMONAL SECURITY ay, 
1 Mr, ' Mohr ay “ 

l = Mr. Callahan: * Unauth rided Disclosure 

1 - Mr.i Casper 
1 ~ Mr.‘ Gale 
1 - Mr.' DeLoach cian 
l- Mr. Rosen ae in oa hes 
L- Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr.i Conrad er CONTIN UED - OVER NOT NOT REC ROORDE 7 
1 ~ Mr. Millen Enc.” — Wa 470 7” 7 = Mr, Baker RLMev 7 2 : 
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* Memo Millen to Conrad | 
Re: SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON 

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE AND 

PROCEDURE (LONG COMMITTEE) 

In regard to the memorandum coveuing these items, Mr.‘ Tolson noted 
“Does the field get S of G approval for use of this technical equipment ?" and the 
Director added "I would like to know.: Any uses of the above devices must first 
be approved by Tolson, " 

- In response to the Director's inquiry, coordination with other Divisions 
at the Seat of Government reveals -that Seat of Government approval for each 

' = individual use ofthe night viewing devices and X~ray mirrors hag,not been 
specifically required in the past; however, prior Seat of Government authorization 
has been required for use of the small recorders, In the future, all such | 
authorization will be obtained by the interested Divisions from Mr.' Tolson,: 

q The attached proposed SAC Letter includes specific instructions that each 
findividual use of these and related devices must be approved by the Seat ot 
;Government in advance of the use.' 

RECOMMENDAT ION: 

That attached SAC Letter be approved for distribution to the field, 
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ih Memorandum cette = 34 et ne ae 
to. : MR. TOLSON bate: July 22, 1965 

FROM : W. M, FELT“ | = . te 

ae 
: ra . | 

| sugyect: POLYGRAPH MATTERS = v0 oes | - 

The Director instructed me to look into our use of the polygraph to determine 
whether administrative controls are adequate. Purpose of this memorandum is to 
reflect results of my inquiries. _ 

ne TR eete eR a Ye Tete 

-: ' Ihave made a detailed review of our controls and have discussed all phases with 
' personnel involved. Briefly, all requests of the field to use the polygraph must be 
| approved by the appropriate Assistant Director, the Assistant to the Director and in 

every instance final approval must be made by Mr. Tolson. 

Current control procedures were initiated and placed into effect by the Director, 
and are much tighter than before as indicated by the comparison set out below. 

- a ee 

Use of the Polygraph by Number of Cases Number of 
Calendar Year In Which Polygraph Persons Examined 
= Was Used 

Calendar year 1963 943 2021 Se 
Calendar year 1964 O21 885 Br 
Calendar year 1965 (thus far) 95 158 

A -further illustration of the effectiveness of current controls are the figures set 
out below showing the use of the polygraph during the first 6 months of calendar year 196: 

Polygraph Use Month by Month Number of Cases - Number of Exams 

January, 1965 : 
February, 1965 | ‘Bec. of) 2) ded OG y39 

| March, 1965 | Bs 
| April, 1965 120 | me 

May, 1965 10 6 gue 5 5 | 12 PAK 
June, 1965 | 2 2 AK 

| ia a ictomreenstt | " Ot) a 

hie illustrative of the tightness of the controls at the present time is the 
tabulation set out below showing total requests by month for the past six months, the 
number of requests granted and the percentage of requests granted. 

his document: 4s 
‘is prepared tn response t nation .outsiné. bmi ponse vo. your request and ts not for dissemi Ze tt 1SSE 

L- Mr. er ad ¢ rere he content Posed pe be dislnenee xb Pe UWENDrizel Wee iat 4 nel withou the-exipr Ss approval of the FBI. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Polygraph Matters 

Total Requests Requests Granted 
Number Percentage 

January, 1965 OL 33 65% 
February, 1965 19 Lt = 22% 
March, 1965 . D2 | 45 29% 
April, 1965 33 11 33% 
May, 1965 . 25 6 24% 
June, 1965 16 3 19% 

(NOTE: Slight differences in this and the preceding chart 
are due to the fact that some examinations performed 
were requested and approved during the previous month. ) 

The above indicates that not only are the actual number of requests made by 
the field decreasing sharply but also the percentage of approvals, i.e, from 65% in 
January, 1965, to 19% in June, 1965. Many of the denials are made by the Assistant 
Directors and by Mr. Belmont which indicates the requests are being carefully 
screened prior to being referred to Mr. Tolson for consideration. 

OBSERVATIONS 

held to the minimum and further that our administrative controls are completely 
In the light of the above, I am convinced that our use of the polygraph is being 

bet to to insure that there are no excesses. 

RECOMMENDATION 

None, Informative. 

Chase £ ett 
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SONTAINE?D JUNE ene (eer 
TO MR . sma OTN SD DATE: 8/ 30/ 65 ok 4 y Pe 

WHERE SHOWN OTHERS neamont ° Mr. Conrala ” fests — 
FROM : We C, Sulliva\i4 Mr. Mohr Mr, Felt foines 

, Mr. Casper Mr, Sullivan °"—+ 
. Mr. Rosen Mr. Baumgardner - 

SUBJECT: SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE Mr. Gale Mr. Donohue ie 
a TIES eee 

Lo bg 
In the attached memorandum you recommended that we prepare 

for the Director's approval our suggested use of special investigative 
techniques, In the use of these various techniques, we intend to be 
most circumspect and cautious and there is set forth below the policy 
we propose to follow in connection ibe nee Lr us 

as . 

TRCHNICAL SURVEILEANCES Roason-FCTh 
J, 2 

Aid wiretaps presently in operation have been acoehved by 
the Attorney General and are being used in connection with security 
cases, We will continue to obtain the Attorney General's written 

= avnthaniontian far aaoh nem m3 rater. Wa wilt hald thadca tn a minimim 

@wA and Will carefully evaluate each one to insure that it is absolutely 
“iE necessary. For example, we will consider wiretaps where situations 
| Bed develop making it imperative for us to obtain intelligence data pp oS 
| $$&3 through technical coverage, such as in connection with the dispute ¢ 

. 29 Hetweon india and Pakistan. This is the type of surveillance 
ay recommended by the President's eee ee ee Advisory POREC, 

and approved by the President. “LF . 
- 

DIF i 

i 
ak 

Fea 

REC SA hy DSR D- 
Following the Attorney Generaiss suggestion on ‘July iz, 1965, 

i deactivated all our microphone surveillances. Inasmuch as.~ the 

MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCES 
_S 

Sanctions 

Attorney General has now expressed the opinion that it is desirable 
to use such techniques in the gathering of intelligence in the nationei 
security field, we will reactivate these surveillances, Since they 
were only deactivated and were not removed, we suggest it will not he 
necessary to secure the Attorney General's approval to reactivate then 
but at the end of six months we will send the usual continuation 
memorandum to the AG, putting him on notice that they are operating 
and the results obtain warrant their continuance, Before, we.reactivat 
any microphone we will carefully evaluate each Gne in a memorandum for 
the Dixector’s approval. 

<a> S NoOvid® 1965 - 
Requests for new microphone surveillances will be aresented pr 

Attorney General for his approval as in the “past aiid will be 
onfined solely to cases invoil aVene Hey ones security. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont ts Baa 
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES 

>) 
[ Bvacran AND (Sichrous SOURCE PROGRAMS 

(Our Anagram Program , which is the surreptitious entry into 
foreign es 

— 

lishments “to obtain codes and highly confidential materiai.!: i 
in the past nae produced material of inestimable value to _the National 
Security.-Agency in its efforts to break into communications channels 

of foreign countries.J In line with other special investigative (3S) 
. techniques, we Cuscontanned | re program. We feel that we should 

: resume this operation, but only with the personal assurance of the 
special Agent in Charge or tae Special Agent in Charge of the of 
involved that full security is assured. We will make,certain that prio oF 
Bureau _authority i is obtained in each case. Likewise, oo will give 
consideration: to similar requests in other highly important Bureau 
cases where the intelligence to be gained warrants the-use of this 

technique. None will be authorized without _Mr.. Tolson's approval. - 

yun COVERS 
es 

We have no intention of using mail covers_except..in highly 
1 unusual situations “and on a. limited basis. We will only utilize this 
i Gi) songuel when it is absolutely necessary, and in _each instance we 

will obtain the approval of the Director prior to its use. Whenever - 
used, we will maintain close supervision to insure the results are | 
productive and essential and will immediately discontinue the mail 
cover when no longer justified, ( 

TRASH COVERS 

We have no trash covers in operation at the present time. 
As in the case of other special techniques, we_ will consider the use 
of trash covers only where necessary _and_ on a limited basis. Each 

request from the field will be carefully analyzed and will only be 
recommended for the Director's approval where it is felt the technique 
is absolutely essential. We will make certain that the cover continues 
only as long as it is necessary and productive. 

\/ POLYGRAPH 

We_have discontinued the.use of the polygraph. However, sémece 
- the Attorney General observed in his memorandum of September 27, 1965, 
that polygraph tests are legal and frequently useful, and said he saw 
no reason why we should not continue judicious use of this technique, 
It has.been most effective in breaking certain cases, such as embezzle- 
ment cases, where only two or three suspects had access to the money, 

an Dives 
CEGRET CONTINUED -— OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont SECRET 
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES eo 

: | 
We will resume our selective use of the polygraph. Each request 
from the field will be given most careful scrutiny. Where we 
feel the polygravh is essential to an investigation, 2 memorandum 
i be prepared for Mr. Toison requesting his approval for its use. 

+ e é 

PORTABLE MICROPHONES AND |RECORDERS 

These techniques are only used sparingly and the Attorney 
General has stated that where the use of these devices is necessary 
and appropriate and do not involve trespass or questions of legality, 
the Bureau should continue to use them without authorjzation from 
him, Accordingiy, in those cases where the use of this equipment 

| is fully warranted, we will carefully consider each request from 
the field. Where the facts fully justify the use of these devices, 

Ste < we. will prepare an appropriate memorandum for approval. 

Spawn’ “TRUCK. USED FOR SURVEILLANCES 
a * 

« a Sy FIT ee we a2 -« = <~ 

Sm gree tery wpnntanee % 

Special’isurveillance trucks are a legal investigative aid 
which have been used-on~a~limited basis with excellent results at 

; the discretion of the Special Agent in Charge. We plan where 
(U) warranted to continue use of this technique at the discretion of 

: the Special Agent in Charge with the following one exception to 
insure tight control of its use: When a Field Office proposes to 
se this technique in connection with a photogranhic surveillance of 

3.group meeting, it will be, necessary_for the Field to secure prior 
Bureau approval. In each instance where such a request is received, 
a memorandum will be submitted for approval. 

CONCEALED CAMERAS Cg 

Upon authority of the Special Agent in Charge, concealed 
cameras will be utilized to obtain photographs of. individual subjects 
in individual cases. The field is under instruction that this technique 
should be utilized only in those instances in which photographs of knov 
subjects are not obtainable through .ordinary sources. Where it is 

' desired to use this technique to photograph mass groups, prior Bureau 
authority must be obtained, except in civil rights demonstrations when 
the type of equipment is left to the discretion of the Special Agent in 
Charge who will be held accountable for exercising sound judgment in each 
instance. It is recommended there be no change in the present policy. 

{ 

GECHET - 
CONTINUED ~ OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES 

INCOME TAX INFORMATION ae a | 

We have in the vast been able to obtain from the Internal 
Revenue Service, on a highly confidential basis, information from 
income tax records of considerable value in our investigations. 
This practigve was recently discontinued, In view of the Attorney 
General's observations that this type of information can and should 
be obtained from the {Internal Revenue Service, we wiil resume 
obtaining it, but will present the facts in 1 each case to the peor es / 
for his. approval before doing so. 

| (v4) RECOMMENDATION : : 4 

| | If. you approve, we will carry out these procedures in line 
: with the policy outlined above. ul 

vo af 

vparass <A mel 
“By, st eu 
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with existing safeguards and limitations. i (w 

By letter een 9/27/65. the Attorney date: v8 WO Lied to 
Bureau letter of 9/14/65 in which we pointed out that, in line with 
the wishes of the AG and the concern of the President, the FBI has 
severely restricted and, in many instances, eliminated the use of 
Special investigative techniques. Be 

rh 
2 é a 7 

In his letter the AG says he is completely in sented that 
undue limitation on special investigative techniques will make far 
more difficult the protection of the country against subversion and 
organized crime activities and, therefore, he sets forth his thoughts 
and guidelines on these problems. He refers to the hue and.cry raised, 
hecause of iniudicious use of these techniques by other agencies, but ~ 
states that the use of such techniques in preper circumstances -is not > 
illegal and in his judgment is appropriate and necessary. Therefore, - 
he does not think it necessary for the Bureau to drastically limit the 
use of such techniques and he will be happy to take full responsibilit 
for their use under the guidelines he provided, namely pias 

(1) Mail covers, trash covers, and polygraph tests are legal and 
frequently useful investigative methods. The AG sees no reason why 
their judicious use should not be continued where the Bureau considers 
it appropriate. Similarly, information can and should be continued 
to be obtained from the Internal Revenue Service files, in ee a) 

(2) The AG believes the Bureau should continue to fame 
microphones orAportable recorders where their use paok ne aed 
trespass or questions of admissibility of evidence, or legality. He 
believes these PeSE ar anes should be used “without further authoriza-~ 
tion from me." 

L&y. OBSERVATION : SeeS 
In both category 1 and category 2 the AG is listing those ° 

techniques which do not involve trespass or illegality. Presumably 
in this same Poe, would be such techniques as the use of eet ey, 

Spee se fe AS $ | 
AHB :CSH Xe). cad iy e Zu EERE CONLINYED ax SEB 7 7 

Cp hy LM Gr", Lites Pen @ Nov.20 1965 WY 
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mirrors_on“surveillance trucks, fhe use be Coneesied: cameras to take 
photographs, and the use of\night ~viewine ‘devices, aoe 
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| 
EE The AG then comments on wiretaps and microphones involving 

Xp > 

| , 

trespass which “present more difficult problems because of the 
inadmissibility of any evidence obtained in court cases and because 
of current judicial and public attitudes regarding their use." He 
understands that such devices wiil not be used without his authoriza~ 
tion. He states that wiretaps and microphones should be confined to 
national security matters; that he will continue to approve all such 
requests in the future, as he has in the past, and he sees no need 
to curtail any such activities in the national security field. He 
recognizes the value of these techniques in the investigation 
of organized crime, but feels “in the light of the present atmosphere” 

iii that efforts in the immediate future should be confined to national 
security. 

& ; The AG says he will be happy to discuss the matter personally 

with the Director, if desired. * 

HSERVAT LION : 
|| In this letter to us the AG is differentiating between two (u) 

C 

types of special investigative techniques, (1) those involving 
no trespass or question of legality, in which cases he authorizes 
their use without further reference to him; and (2) those which do 
involve trespass or a question of legality, in which cases he authorizes 
their use in national security matters, subject in each case::to his 
authorization. He says he will continue to approve requests of this 
nacure. 

approving microphones and wiretaps in national security cases, but 
he is fearful of the Long Committee and attorneys such as Edward Bennet 
Williams with reference to the use of microphones in the organized 
crime field. His limitation as to the field of organized crime is 
couched in terms “in the light of the present atmosphere I believe 
‘that efforts in the immediate future" should be confined to national 
security. Therefore, this issue can be reopened when conditions 

| The AG apparently feels that he is on solid ground in 

| are more favorable. 

The AG does not cever in his reply the use of wiretaps in 
kidnapings and cases involving jeopardy of human life. If such a 
case comes up I think we can handle this by contacting the AG at that - 
time, rather than raising the issue now. 

» SECRET 
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The net effect of this letter from the AG is that he says 
go ahead and use all of these investigative techniques judicionSly, as 
the Bureau has in the past; however, restrict the use of wiretaps and 
microphones involving trespass to national security cases, and clear 
seach with him as in the past. This has the effect of putting the AG 
E record, in writing, that he recommends the use of these techniques 
and stands back of their use, it would seem, therefore, that we 
should use them, on a restrained, judicious basis. 

As previously noted, the President's Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board has this matter under study. While the AG's letter 
of 9/27/65 has removed some of the restrictions whic are of greatest 
concern to the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, such as the 
restriction on microphones in security cases, it would be highly 
advantageous to the Bureau if we could have the Board carry through 
its concern to the President. The Board couid advise the President 
of the extreme value of the intelligence produced by the Bureau in 
thea nast and the’ fact that, hecause of the atmosnhere created by the 

our coverage was drastically cut down; that the AG has now removed - 
these restrictions in the national security field; however, it is 
imperative that the FBI be given backing in its intelligence~gathering 
efforts. ( 

\s Committee and the Gallagher Committee, and the concern of the A&G, 

I think this is highly important, not only because we must 
have, and are entitled to, White House backing in this field, ee 
because our efforts go beyond those matters taken up with the AG = 
for exampie, our Anagram program, which is the surreptitious ane 
nto foreign establishments to secure codes, et cetera. We have held 

up on this program recently, and yet it is of inestimable value to 
the National Security Agency in its efforts to break into communica- 
tions channels of foreign countries. This, in turn, provides the 
highest type of intelligence to our government. I do not think we 
should mention any such program as the Anagram program to the AG.\(S) 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 
1. At this point I see no reason for the Director to 

personally discuss these matters further with the AG. The AG is on 
record in writing and further discussion may obscure the commitment 
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2. If the Director approves, I think we should advise Coyne 

of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, of the essence 
of the AG's reply to our letter. Soyne and Dr. Baker were advised 

|oz'o we had written to the AG, but they were not furnished the details 

Mr. Tolson 

: 4 

7 ° 

. 4 

7 

« 

— Stor ee ee 

of our letter. As the AG has removed his restrictions, in the national 
security field, we should advise Coyne, and at the same time encourage 
him to follow through to stress the value of our coverage to the 
president, Xv 

; lA Wiis. as accesse | ) 

“ne, : B 

) 

| 3. As to our use of special investigative techniques, based 
on the AG's letter of 9/27/65, we should approach such use with caution 

| and restraint, bearing in mind that we are still faced with the antics 
of the Long Committee and the public atmosphere of oppcesition to 

| -4 invasion of privacy. Therefore, we will present for the Director's 
| | approval suggestions as to where we go Irom nerve di the use vi tTHTGC 

techniques. Essentially, we would keep a tight rein on the use of 
| (a neon investigative techniques, with each case resting on its own 

merits. 
! si 

i } | r | Brg 

ADDENDUM BY MR. TOLSON: 
The AG has approved everything 

except microphones in the organized 
crime field, 
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A copy of the Attorney General's newly formulated 
xvules, directed to heads of executive departments and agencies, 
for-use of wiretapiing and other electronic surveillance has % 
been reviewed in coordination with the General Investigative, 
Domestic Intelligence and Laboratory Divisions, — a 

Investigations directly related to the protection 
of national security are specifically exempted from these 
esd with existing procedures continuing in force. . 

Rules prohibit all wiretarping excent where consent. 
of one party has been obtained, in which case, agency head‘s , 
advance approval is required for such eee oy Suge 

(4 Lom Gl lod~ LIZER! | 
Use of microphones and other ‘electronic surveillance 

devices involving trespass into a constitutionally protected 
area is prohibited and note made that there is support for 
View that any electronic eavesdropping in constitutionally 
protected area is violation of Fourth Amendment, even though 
ne trespass has occurred, Even when no invasion of 
constitutionally protected area has occurred, rules observe 
that surreptitious electronic surveillance involving intrusion 
into privileged relationship (attorney-client, et cetera) may 
violate First, Fiith and Sixth Amendments, Use of such 
devices involving eeeee eee ci the Constitution or a statute 
is prohibited, <«*’ Eee ot { mpeg fine 

| a Bea 
Legal use of electronic sciGitance devices, not 

involving wiretapping, is rescricte a gy gituations where con- 
sent of one party to monitored coverege has been obtained, 
Zn such cases, advance written approval. of Attorney General 
must be obtained ivr use, unless in emergency watters, in | 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
Re: Department*s Rules Regarding Use 

of Wiretapping and Other Electronic 
surveillance by the Executive Branch 

Where such devices are used in accordance with rules, 
tapes and other records are to be preserved, specially classified, 
filed and safeguarded and made available to agency personnel 
only where "essential to Government operations," Record to be 
maintained of identity of each individual to whom such material 
is made available, 

Rules provide for limitation on procurement of such 
devices, in addition to provisions for storage in limited 
number of locations and maintenance of inventories, 

Agency head is to submit report to Attorney General 
each July 1 (beginning July 1, 1968) regarding all use of such 
devices, and brief summary of results obtained, during previous 
year, with inventory of equipment in possession of the agency. 

ACTION: {1) Attached for approval is an airtel to Albany and 
ali other offices, enclosing a copy of the above~discussed Depart- 
mental rules and including a restatement of Bureau policy that 

Bureau approval.is still to be obtained before any uSe is made of 
any electronic surveillance equipment. 

(2) A copy of the rules is attached for review “by the 
Laboratory Division in order that the Laboratory can setup 
procedures regarding maintenance of equipment and inventory 

requirements in keeping with the provisions of the rules. 

(3) A copy of the rules is attached for the Files and 
Communications Division for review and compliance with the 

provisions regarding preservation and filing tapes and other 

record material, special classification of such material, and 
maintenance of such records to limit access to authorized personnel 
only, in addition to recording identity of those to whom such 

j material has been made available, as provided for in the rules, 

(4) Following their reviews of the rules, the Laboratory 
and Files and Communications Division should issue any instructions : 

to the field necessary as a result of the establishment of any 7 
procedure deemed necessary by those divisions, ee ee 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
Re: Department*’s Rules Regarding Use 

of Wiretapping and Other Electronic 
Surveillance by the Executive Branch 

DETAILS $ 

We have received a copy of the Attorney General’s 
newly formulated rules for the use of wiretap..ng and other 
electronic surveillance devices, which rules have been for- 
warded by memorandum to the heads of executive departments and 
agencies, The Attorney General notes that these rules are 
consistent with the Supreme Court’s decision in Berger V. 
New York, in which the Court ruled New York’s law allowing 
electronic eavesdropping under court order unconstitutional, 

{/Specific note is also made that investigations directly related 
to the protection of the national security are specifically 

fexempted from these rules, with existing procedures continuing 
yi in force in that area, 

cd 

The rules prohibit all wiretaming except where the 
consent of one party has been obtained. In such a case, each 
agency is to adopt procedures to provide for advance approval 
by the agency head for such an interception, 

With regard to microphones and other electronic surveil-~ 
lance devices not involving a wiretap, the rules prohibit the 
use of such devices when accomplished by trespass into a 
constitutionally protected area, including Situations involving 
‘installation by penetration into a common wall, Note is made 
that there is support for the view that any electronic eavesdropping 
in a constituticnally protected area is a violation of the 
Fourth Amendment, even though accomplished without physical 
trespass or entry. 

. The rules also stated that even where no invasion of 
a constitutionally protected area has occurred, surreptitious 
electronic surveillance involving intrusion into a privileged 
relationship (attorney-client, et cetera) may violate rights 
provided for by the First, Fifth and Sixth Amendments, This 
is foliowed up by a statement that the:use of such devices by 
¥Yederal personnel to overhear or record nontelephone conver- 
sations invelving a violation of the Constitution or a 
statute is prcehibited, 

{fn noting that certain uses of electronic devices 
are legal, the rules cite Lopez V. United States and Osborn 

Y. United States, where the use of recording devices was held 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
Re: Department’s Rules Regarding Use 

of Wiretapping and Other Electronic 
surveillance by the Executive Branch 

to be legal if the consent of a party to the conversation had 
been obtained (body recorders and similar situations), 

In order to limit the legal use of electronic surveil- 
lances, the rules provide that the advance written approval of 
the Attorney General for any use of electronic or mechanical 
devices to overhear nontelephone conversations without the con- 
sent of all parties must be obtained, Such requests for advance 
Attorney General approval must be submitted in writing by the 
head of the requesting agency and shall contain justification 
for the proposed use; type of equipment to be used; identity of 
person involved; proposed location; duration of proposed use, 
and manner and method of installation, 

.in emergency Situations, the agency head may authorize 
the use of such devices to overhear or record nontelephone con- 
versations without the consent of all parties provided that, 
within 24 hours, the above-mentioned written requirements are 
submitted to the Attorney General together with an explanation 
why the situation qualified as an emergency. 

Where Attorney General approval has been granted, and 
such devices are used within the scope of these rules, the 
responsible agent or agents Shall, where technically feasible, 
record the conversations by means of a permanent tape or record, 
such tapes or records shall be preserved and a written report 
setting forth the actual use is to be submitted to the agency 
involved. Such reports, tapes, logs, transcripts, summary 
memoranda and Similar material shall be specially classified, 
filed and safeguarded, and shall not be made available to 
agency personnel or others except where "essential to Government 
operations.‘ A record is to be maintained concerning each person 
to whom such information or material has been made available. 

Further provisions are made to insure that each agency 
head will be responsible for limiting the procurement of devices 
primarily designed to be used surreptitiously to overhear or 
record conversations to the minimum necessary for use consistent 
with these rules, In addition, such devices are to be stored 
in a limited number of locations to insure effective administrative 
control, 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
Re: Department’s Rules Regarding Use 

of Wiretapping and Other Electronic 
Surveillance by the Executive Branch 

An inventory is to be maintained of all such equip- 
ment where stored, including record of dates used, to whom 
assigned, and when returned, Such records are to be maintained 
for six years, 

The rules then require that each agency head shall 
‘submit to the Attorney General on July 1 of each year a report 
of all uses of such equipment during the previous year in 
accordance with provisions enumerated in these rules, together 
with a brief description of the results obtained and a complete 
inventory of such devices in possession of the agency. 

Mr, Nathaniel E. Kossack, Criminal Division, has 
advised that the first July 1 report will be required on 
July 1, 1968, and no response is expected regarding this past 
year. 

The rules are concluded by specific exemption of 
investigations directly related to the protection of the 
national security from the provisions set forth, which matters 
are to continue under existing restrictions now in force, 

Included in these rules is general proviso that 
any question about the propriety or legality of the proposed 
use of electronic surveillance devices should be referred To 
the Department, Therefore, if such a question arises in the 
future in connection with FBI investigations, each should 
be handled individually in the case in which it arises. 

Inasmuch as these rules embody the Department's 
current policy on all wiretarpfing and electronic surveillance, 
it is believed that each office should be furnished a copy of 
these rules together with a restatement of Bureau policy that 

| in all cases the Bureau’s approval is to be obtained before any 

| use is made of any electronic surveillance equipment, regardiles. 
of whether such use has been declared legal by the courts, 

This matter was coordinated with the General Investi- 
gative, Domestic Intelligence and Laboratory Divisions. 
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f Enclosed for each office is a copy of the Attorney 
General's memorandum to heads of executive departments and 
agencies dated 6/16/67 and his letter of 6/22/67, which set’ 
forth the Department's rules regarding all wiretarping and 
use of other electronic surveilitance technidques by the 
Executive Branch, While these ruies make no substmtial 
chanme in our operations, which have always been subject to 
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to insure that cur investigative operations are in strict 
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Department's rules for use of technical equipment and recommended 
that Laboratory and Files and Communications Division set’ up 
any procedures necessary for compliance with the Department's 
instructions concerning the preservation of logs, tapes, etc., 
and the maintenance of inventory records. Mr. Tavel's memorandum 
to Mx. Mohr, 7/17/67, advised the Attorney General of our present 
record-keeping procedures and our interpretation of his instructions, 
The procedures recommended herein concerning inventory records 
are in keeping with the procedures and interpretation set forth 
in Mr, Tavel's memorandum. Section Til of Departmental memorandum 
exempts equipment used in national security matters, There is i 
currently in the field only that technical equipment authorized 
for use in national security matters. This equipment is afforded 

Cay 

z strict control in accordance with Long~standing Bureau policies 
.and no new procedures need be established to comply with ad 
Department's instructions, F 

- "ep Technical equipment maintained at SOG is suitable for 
use in either security or nonsecurity matters; however, Departmental 
rules all but eliminate any nonsecurity use of this equipment. 
Accordingly, no reason to include any equipment in category 
requiring yearly reporting to the Attorney General until such 
equipment is actually used in a nonsecurity matter, At such 
time as technical equipment is authorized for nonsecurity use, 
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- Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 

Re: DEPARTMENT'S RULES REGARDING USE OF WIRETAPPING AND OTHER 
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE BY THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

division handling authorization should advise Laboratory and 
VE, Administrative Divisions. Necessary equipment will be provided 

“<2 {from SOG stock and Laboratory will advise field and Administrative 
2d) “ \pivision of the appropriate identification data for inventory 

purposes. Equipment will be returned to SOG at termination of 
Boge of authorized use.. The Administrative Division should set up a 
Ktee separate subsection in the inventory file, in which to maintain 

for a period of six years, the inventory cards containing the 
mde record of movement and use of technical equipment used in non- 
Bee “ig. security investigations, 
ab f ne Vplotoxy yt os “Rtg 

AZ elbsy ane . RECOMMENDATIONS : : 

laces 1. That no change be made in current procedures 
‘ieee. Utilized te control the use of technical equipment in national 
fay” security matters, 

Hite f* 

2. That the following procedures be established to 
insure compliance with Department's rules in use of technical 
equipment in nonsecurity matters: 

a. That the division handling any technical equipment 
authorization advise the Laboratory and POMEL SEE AYES 
Divisions of any such authorization. 

b. That the necessary equipment be supplied from SQG 
and that Laboratory provide the field and the 
Administrative Division with the appropriate 
equipment identification data. 

TAD — wesc! Cc.) That the Administrative Division set up a special 
fet 6 i subsection in the inventory records in which to 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 

Re: DEPARTMENT'S RULES REGARDING USE OF WIRETAPPING AND OTHER 
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE BY THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

DETAILS : 

Memorandum J. H, Gale to Mr. DeLoach, dated June 28, 
1967, summarized the Attorney General's newly formulated rules 
for the use of wiretapping and other electronic surveillance 
devices. The memorandum recommended that Laboratory and Files 
and Communications Divisions set up any procedures necessary 
for compliance with the Department's instructions concerning 
the preservation of logs, tapes, etc., and the maintenance of 
inventory records. Mr. Tavel's memorandum to Mr. Mohr, 7/17/67, 
advised the Attorney General of our present record-keeping 
procedures and our interpretation of his instructions. The 
procedures recommended herein concerning inventory records 
are in keeping with the procedures and interpretation set forth 
in Mr. Tavel's memorandum, 

Basically, the Attorney General's instructions require 
that records be maintained in the field and at headquarters for 
a period of six years identifying each item of technical . 
equipment on hand, place where stored, dates assigned for use, 
identity of all persons using same, manner in which -used, 
maintenance of tape recordings or other permanent record of 
results obtained through its use, and yearly reporting of 
this information to the Attorney General. 

In the Attorney General's memorandum, under Section III, 
National Security, the statement is made, "The foregoing rules 
have been formulated with respect to all agency investigations 
other than investigations directly related to the protection 
of the national security.' This instruction exempts equipment 
used solely intnational security investigations from the special 
Lnventory and record requirements enumerated inthe roan, 
General's memorandum. 

, There is currently in the field only that technical 
equipment which has been authorized for use in connection with 
national security investigations, This equipment is afforded 
strict control in accordance with long-standing Bureau policies. 
Current administrative and inventory pokicies in respect to the 

use and control of this equipment are adequate and no new 

procedures need be established to comply with the instructions 
or the intent of the Attorney General's memorandum. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 

Re: DEPARTMENT'S RULES REGARDING USE OF WIRETAPPING AND OTHER 
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE BY THER EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

The technical equipment maintained at the SOG for 
dispatch to the field as needed is available and suitable for 
use in either national security investigations or in other 
investigative matters not related to maintenance of the national 
security. However, limitations placed on the use of technical 
equipment by the Attorney General ali but eliminate any use of 
this equipment except in national security matters. Accordingly, 
there appears no reason to regard any of our technical equipment 
as falling within the category requiring detailed record of use 
and yearly reporting to the Attorney General unless and until 
such equipment is actually used in a nonsecurity-type investigation, 
At such time that any item of technical equipment is so used, it 
will bécome subject to the special inventory requirements 
specified by the Attorney General and appropriate records of 
the equipment use will be maintained. 

The following procedure is proposed for control of 
technical equipment authorized for use in investigative matters 
not directly related to protection of the national security: 

The division handling the authorization should advise 
the Laboratory and Administrative Divisions whenever use of any 

= technical equipment is authorized, Necessary items of equipment 
Will then be supplied to the field from SOG stock, At that time, 

. the Laboratory will provide the Property Management Unit of the 
Administrative Division and. the field office receiving the 
equipment with equipment identification data and advise that 
the equipment is subject to special inventory control in 
accordance with the Attorney General's instructions. All 

| equipment will be returned to SOG by the field upon termination 
| of use for which authorized, The returned equipment will he 
| retained at SOG for use in other nonsecurity investigative 
| matters, or as conditions warrant, will be restored to stock 
| for use in matters relating to protection of the national security. 

es: el, a 

ou A subsection of the inventory cards should be set up 
“he co ntet pene the Property Management Unit, in which to maintain for a 

2 pois “period of six years the inventory cards containing the record 
aod sb badth i of movement and use of the technical equipment utilized in 

igpeatit nonsecurity investigations. 
. oye Enis" ‘ 2 Fu 

gaye yaegt » pole Are The above procedure will provide strict control over 
LAr? equipment and will insure that appropriate records of movement, 

storavce, and use are maintained in accordance with the Attorney 
F Let ey Gente Se 
ow, 2 General's instructions. 
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This is in reply to your memorandum to the Attorney 
General concerning the above matter dated August 18, 1972. 

Wa Kinlew 

Me. Armstrong —— 

Ms. Herwit 

Mrs. Neenan 

By memorandum dated October 16, 1972, presently bein 
processed for delivery, a copy of which is attached, the Attorney aoe 
General's Memorandum to the Heads of Executive Departments and [ee E 
Agencies dated June 16, 1967, was superseded by new guidelines. .-"  _--< 
You will note that under exigent circumstances, similar to those ': —~ ‘-- 

li set out in your memorandum, emergency monitoring under your 
| authorization or that of bureau officials designated by you will 
ibe sanctioned. 

With regard to consensual monitoring of telepnone 
;conversations, responsibility for the establishment of guidelines 
ifor the control of such monitoring by its agents will remain in 
leach department and agency. et 
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Office of the Attorney Grav wri 
Washinyron, D.C. 

@ 

i Oct 18 1972, 

MEMORANDUM TO THE “HEADS OF EXECUTIVE 
DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES 

‘Re: Monitoring Private Conversations with 
the Consent of a Party 

This memorandum concerns the investigative use of 

electronic and mechanical devices secretly to overhear, 

transmit or record private conversations when one or more. 

of the parties to the conversation is a Federal agent or 

is cooperating with a Federal agent and has consented to the 

overhearing, transmitting, or recording of the conversation. 

This memorandum does not restrict any form of monitoring when 

all parties to tne conversation consent, nor does it affect 
a 

existing instructions en the related matter of electronic 

Surveillance without the consent of any party to a conversation. 

1 (See Manual for Conduct. of Electronic Surveillance under 

Title III of Public Law $0-351; and Qutline of Duties and 

Rasponsibdilities of Atcorneys and Acency Personnel havouved in 

the. Conduct cf Title III Court Authcrized Interceptions , distributed 

Nov. 3, 1970). 
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I. The Law On Monitoring Private Conversations 
with the Consent of a Party 

? oo? 

The Supreme Court of the United States has for 

iy 

some time distinguished between electronic surveillance of 

a conversation without the consent of any of the participants, 

which in most circumstances is constitutionally impermissible 

without court order, and the monitoring of a conversation 

with the consent of ene but not all of the participants. 

See On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S. 747 (1952) (informant 

‘carrying concealed transmitter); Lopez v. United States, 

373 U.S. 427 (1963) (agent carrying concealed recor er); 

Rathbun v. United States, 355 U.S. 107 (1957) (police officer 

listening on extoncion telephone}. While the decisions in 

the cases involving consensual monitoring have been predicated 

on various grounas, it is apparent that the central difference 

between consensual monitoring and non-consensual electronic 

surveillance is that in the consensual Situations there 

exists one party to the conversation who is working with the 

government and who will relate to the government tne substance 

of the conversation, and that in such situations the monitoring 

serves simply to provide instantaneous communication and to 

assure effective corroboration. The government in suc! 

Situations gains access to no information it would not otherwise 

have chtained; it simply obtains it faster and in &@ more probative 
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form. This essential difference was recently ‘papa by 
t 

the Supreme Court United States v. White, AQ] U.S.C 745 (1971) 

decided April 5, 1971, in which the Court held that a Federal 

agent could properly testify to statements bennied eniean 

: ' a defendant make to a government informer by means of a 

| secret transmitting device which the Informer had concealed 

on his piinistan at the time. Announcing the- judgment of the 

Court, Mr. Justice white stated: 

Concededly a police agent who conceals 
his police connections may write down for 

‘official use his conversations with a aafendent 
and testify concerning tnem, without a 
Warrant autnerizing his encounters with 
the defendant and witnout otierwise violating 
the latter's Fourth Amendment rights. 
k * * For constitutional purpeses , no 
different resuit is required if tire 
agent instead of immediately reporting 
and transcribing his cenversatiens with 
defendant, either (1) simultaneously 
records them yi tn oe aaa ecui opment 
which he is carrying on his persen, 
*, * * (2) or carries radio equipment 
which simultaneously transmits thea 
conversations either to recording 
equipment located elsewnere or to ' 
other agents menitoring tne transmitting 

. frequency. * * * If the conduct and 
revelations of an agent operating 
without electronic equi pment do not 
invade the dafendant's constitutionally 
justifiable expectations of privacy, 
neither does a simultaneous recording 
of the same conversations made by the 
agent or by others from transmissions 
received from the agent to whom the 
defendant is talking and whose 
trustworthiness the dafendant necessarily 
risks, 
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* * *[T}he law permits the frustration 
of actual expectations of privacy by 
permitting authorities to use testimony 
of those associates who.for one reason 
or another have determined to turn to 
the police, as well as by authorizing 
the use of informants * * *, If the, 
law gives no protection to the wrongdoer 
whose trusted accomplice is or beccemes 
a‘police agent, neither should it 
protect him when that same agent has’ 
recorded or transmitted the conversations 
which are later offered in evidence to 
prove the State's case. [Citations omitted] 

The Court in White, after noting that there was no 

constitutional prohibition against the monitoring of conversations 

with the consent of aie party, called attention to jitie III 

of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. 

That statute, in the subsection enacted as 2511(2) of 

Title 18 of the United States Code, excepted sonssicual 

monitoring from its coverage as follows: 

(c) It shall not be uniawful under this 
chapter for a person acting under colcr 
of jaw to intercept a wire [i..e., telephone] 
or oral communication, where such person 
is a party to the conmunication or one 
of tne parties to the communication has- 
‘given prior consent to such interception. 

(d) -It shall not be unlawful under this 
chapter fcr a person not acting under color 
of law to intercept a wire or oral 
communication where such person is a 
party to the communication or where one 
of the parties to the communication nas 
given prior consent to such interception 
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unless such communication is intercepted 
for thé purpose of committing any criminal 
or tortious act in violation of the 
Constitution or laws of the United States 
or of any State or for the purposes of 
‘committing any other injurious act. 

II, Administrative Regulations Concerning 
Consensual Monitoring Conversations. 

The monitoring of conversations with the consent 

of one of the participants is a particularly effective and 

reliable investigative technicue, and its use by Federal 

agents in investigating criminal cases is encouraged where 

appropriate and is expected where necessary, Nevertheless, 

although it is clear that such monitoring is constitutionally 

and statutorily permissible ~~ and therefore that it may be 

conducted without judicial warrant ~~ it Is appropriate that 

this tayeseraate technique continue to be the subject of 

careful self-regulation by the Executive Branch of the Federal 

Government. Accordingly, tne FSi towing restrictions will 

apply in all ecinina investigations employing the consensual 

monitoring of conversations. 

(a) Conversations other than telephone conversations. 

All peuenal departments and agencies shall, except 

mM exigent ivgunceances as Peeusesd Dec. obtain the 

advance authorization of the Attorney General or any designated 

Assistant Attorney General before using any mechanical or 

t 
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electronic device to overhear, Coens or record private 

conversations other than telephone conversations without 

the consent of all the participants. Such authorization is 

required before employing any sucn device, whether it is 

carried by the cooperating participant or whether it is installed 

on premises under the control of the participant. | 

Requests for suthovization to monitor private 

conversations Shall be addressed to the Attorney General, 

in writing, by the head of the department or agency responsible 

for the investigation, or his delegate, and shall state: 

Vs Thé reason why monitoring appears desirable, 

the means by which it would be conducted, 

the place in which it would be conducted, 

and its expected duration. 

2. The names of the persons whose conversations 

would be monitored and their roles in the 

matter under investigation. When the 

name of the non-consenting party or parties 

is not Known at the time the request for 

authorization is made, the department or agency 

abi the request shall supply such information 

to the Attorney General within 30 days after the 

termination of tha monitoring. 
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3. That it is the considered ‘judgment of the 

person making the re@iiest that monitoring 

is warranted in the interest of effective 

"Taw enforcement, 

Requests for authorization will receive prompt 

eons aaretion by the Attorney General or his designee. To 

assure adequate time for considering a request and for 

notifying the requesting department or agency of tne appropriate 

decision, it is important that each request be received by. 

the OF fice of the Attorney General no less than 48 hours prior 

to the time of the intended monitoring. It should be clearly 

‘understood that the use of consensual devices will not be 

authorized retrospectively. : 

Where a request cannot be made in compliance with the 

48-hour requirement, or in exigent circumstances precluding 

request for authorization in advance of the monitoring -- 

such as the imminent Tass of essential evidence or a threat 

to the immediate safety of an agent or informant -- emergency 

monitoring may be instituted under the authorization of the 

head of the responsible departnant or agency or other agency 

official or officials designated by him. The arias General or 

his designee shall be notified promptly of any such monitoring 
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and of the specific conditions that precluded obtaining advance 

approval, and shall a afforded the een enumerated 

above that would-have been given in requesting advance 

approval. Each department and agency should develop procedures 

to assure that under such exigent circumstances its agents 

will be capable of acting expeditiously. The Attorney General . 

or his designee shall be kept advised as to the identity of 

those officials who have been designated by department or 

agency heads to authorize such emergency monitoring. 

(b) Televhone conversations. 

Telephone conversations -- because they involve the 

transmission of the participants’ conversations through a 

complex and far-flung network of wires, the common use of 

multi-party lines and extension telephones, and the possibility 

of an unseen participant permitting anotner person to listen 

at the same telephone -- have long been considered not to 

justify the same assumption of privacy as a face-to-face 

- conversation. Nevertheless, there is stil] a need to provide 

for the supervision and control of consensual monitoring of’ 

telephone conversations. Accordingi:', the current practice of 

chargin each Gepartment and agency with the control of such 

consensual monitoring by its adents wil! continue. . Each 

department and agency head shall assure the adoption or the 
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continuation of agency rules on this subject. Such rules shall 

also provide for the expeditious, oral authorization of such 

monitoring where necessitated by exigent circumstances. 

dit. Security of eoring devices. 

It shall be the responsibility of the head of 

each investigating agency to procure and maintain only the 

minimum number of devices designed for the consensual 

monitoring of conversations that the agency reasonably needs, 

consistent with current policy, to overhear, transmit, or record 

private conversations for investigative purposes. The 

equipment shall be stored, as feasible, in one central location 

or ina limited number oF locations so as to facilitate 

sain sec contol 

An inventory snall be maintained on a. current basis 

at each location at which monitoring equipment is stored. 

All equipment mus t be accounted for at all times. When 

equipment is withdrawn from storage a record shall be made 

as to the times’ of withdrawal and of its return to storage. 

By written report, the egent to wnom the eauipment is assigned 
. 4 ¢ 

A shall account fully for the time ne pessessed the monitoring 

equipment and the uses he made af it. Equipment should be 

returned to Storage when not in actual use except to the extent 

that returning the equiomant would interfere with its proper 

~ 

utilization, 
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Each agency shaljl maintain copies o the complete 

inventories of equipment showing the tinias dt iliac 

‘and returns, and copies of the written reports of the 

responsible agents specifying the uses made of ths equipment. 

Such-records should be retained for at least six years. 

| IV, Annual Reports. 

The head cof each investigative agency, or nis 

delegate, shall submit to the Attorney General during July 

of each year a report containing (1) an inventory of all 

thé agency's electronic and mechanical equipment desianed for 

the monitoring of conversations, and (2) a brief statement of 

the results ebtained during the prior fiscal year by tne 

use of such investigative monitoring. 

This Memorandum supersedes the Memorandum to tne 

Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, dated June 16, 

1967, captioned "Wiretapping and Electronic Eavesdropping.” 

‘Attorney General 
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esse matter cause Agents in the Field to have to forego consensual monitoring 
sais . cireumstances where such monitoring would be & valuaBre MVvEstigative 
S2eR echnique. 3 pec A 1972 

Sees 
S 0S The delegation should be defined as intending-te-enrbrace non yyy” 
SSS. sensitive cases and the SAC's should be told that good judgment will 2.7 
HSS continue to dictate consultation with Eee in —— involving 
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Memorandum for Mr. Gray 
Re: Consensual Monitoring of Telephone and 

Non-Telephone Conversations 

prominent-fteures+politicians=-Government-officials,;=2news.media 
personnel,.ete. In_all cases the appropriate United States Attorney 

& 
AC Saar Pence ear tera tt 

eS z would be consulted in advance. of | of the monitoring. These restrictions 
+ 

Sa 

aanyh were written into the airtel of 6/14/72 which was proposed to go to the 

% 

HW 55230 

errere cette hee ere | Teeter TO a 

Field back in June when this issue of delegation was first raised. The 
airtel, of course, was not sent in the form proposed because it was 
decided that the matter of consensual monitoring would first have to be 
taken up with the Attorney General. 
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| Airtel 

EXD 
To: SAC,, Albany ‘ - Mr. Bishop 

Reig) 66-7) G9 - 1-Mr. Callahan 
cf From: Acting Director, FBI 1 - Mr. Conrad 
= 1- Mr. Dalbey 

(" CONSENSUAL MONITORING OF 1 - Mr. Gebhardt 
Af TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS 1 - Mr. Jenkins 

] - Mr. Marshall 

ll-16-72 

1- Mr. 

1 - Mr. 

1 - Mr. 
1- Mr. 

l- Mr. 

Miller 

soyars 
Walters 

Cleveland 
Keith 5 

At the present time FBI Headquarters authority is necessary for the 
Rifective immediately consensual monitoring of telephone conversations. 

; Fag Sy 

/, a 
- Naneee 

Soecial Agents in Charge may authorize monitoring of telephone conversations 
in nonsensitive cases. 

he following conditions: i . | 
q) =) 

E 5 - (a) .One of the parties to the conversation has given written ~~ -:i.. 
&. § consent to FBI Agents to monitor the conversation. ~: i: /§ 

: ie . - = 

S , er ’ . ek, < 
8. (6) Prior consultation is had with the appropriate United , ze 

S&S States Attorney and he concurs in the monitoring and/or o a> 
rm ° « ° * . 28 § recording of the conversation. This concurrence should Be 

8s s either be obtained in writing or confirmed in writing. = 
o ae : : x 

Sa 8? ; , is aaa a 
ie $ (c) The fact that a consensual monitoring has occurred should §&Y 
S33 be set forth in the next report Submitted to Fal Headquarters £25 

cre . or in the absence of a report by letter within 30 days of the + am 
D0 E monitoring. as <TQ 
BOR © : bs = ‘ 

= SS ry $ . ° ne <5 
2 oe (d) A control file should be established in each field office and ~~ 
sees appropriate documents relative to tne authorization and <7  - 

8 de 3s: . wiilization of this procedure should be retained. This:con-~ AF 3 

ESS * trol file will be for the purpose of the Special AgentS in -« | ° 
f <8 8 Charge administrative control and for review during oF: 
S 5 < 3 inspections. xwALEens . ae x - 
® S AY efe nian NA 7 4 oe Se 
8 8 SF All Offices MOY Saw ye 2 | = 

2 ee er 
Pele SS NOTE: See memoranda W.¥M." Cleveland to Mr. Felt 11-7-72, and 
Rs Tre} ” ° Se a * ’ 

ae Daniel M. Armstrong, TI, to Acting Director Gray l1-8-72, 
Cee re "Consensual Monitoring of Telephone and Non~Tel_phone 
ne LO Conversations. " wor. f ee toe. . a 
C Ries Ser oe ee Oe Meee a : : ey : 1) 

aes. WVC:mkr RD) s, 2 , Ave 
Miller, B.S... R.A 7 ‘ 

ae {9 “ . Ye a - ” 
Purvis / . 
SOVATS oe o e vu lo 

Watters ons be i Sg | ee 
Tete. Room . 2 Mos dea 5 a 

Mr. Armatrody.. & 20 o gatv ysis > “eg ; 3 
‘ia. Herwig: So. 2 fe ce : : Re “AIL ROOM (7) TELETYPE UNIT [J ge d r Mas. Neo. . HW 55930 ~ Docld:32989655 Page 64 

Special Agents in Charge may give this authority under 



Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: CONSENSUAL MONITORING OF 

LE LEPHONE CONVERSATIONS 

in cases of extreme sensitivity, Soecial Agents in Charge should 
continue to obtain PEL Headquarters authority for consensual monitoring 
of telephone conversations. 

Appropriate manual changes being prepared. 
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GATIONAL FORM NO. 10 $010~106 
MAY 1942 EDITION 

GSA GEN, REG. 80. an 3% o ® Felt 

as UNITED st aires ‘VERN oh : “face 

M. ; ‘ Yi Callahan 

E moran uim aia 
ee 
ebhardt 

: Mr. Felt DATE: D=7-72 Jenkins 

ALL INFORMATION CON ion £3 
|  EREIN| aoe : Purvis — 

: W. V. Cleveland of ATE {t aad ov ee 

WOR (o Tele. Room — 

\CONSENSUAL MONITORING OF TELEPHONE AND oe 
q NON-TELE PHONE CONVERSATIONS Ms. Herwig — 

a Je CAG LEE Mees ee Lote Ele es eee oe a fo we 

By letter to the Attorney General dated August 18, 1972, it was 
pointed out that the FBI is fully aware of the need for administrative 
restraint in the use of consensual monitoring of telephone and non- 
telephone conversations. It was suggested that such restrictions could 
be continued by delegating responsibility to approve consensual monitoring 
of non-telephone communications in FBI cases personally to the Director of 
the FBI, the Acting Director of the FBI or other official of the FBI acting 
in the absence of the Director. It was further requested that the Attorney 
General authorize. the Director 4 to 9 delegate. to the Special. Agents i in Charge 
or those e acting in behalf of the Special . Agents. in Charge the authority to 7 ty [ri ae GD ae mene? - nee ot 

authorize. consensual_monitoring of telephone _co nversations, 

By letter dated October 18, 1972, Assistant Attorney General 
Henry HE. Petersen acknowledged our letter of August 18, 1972, and 
furnished a copy of new instructions to heads of exe cutive departments 
and agencies, Superseding instructions that had previously been issued 
June 16, 1967. Briefly, these new instructions provide that in the case 
| of conversations other than by telephone the authorization for the moni- : 
toring must be obtained from the Attorney General or an Assistant 
Attorney General on at least 48 hours advance notice and on a statement ‘'~ 
of why, where, and when the monitoring will be done and on what persons. - 
In emergency Situations agencies were given the authority to designate §& ~~ 
Someone to give this authorization, to be followed by prompt notification. 
to the Attorney-General. 

4 pin 

The new instructions also called for the maintenance of an inven~ 
tory of all equipment used in such monitoring and also called for an annual 
report containing an inventory of all the agencies' electronic and mechanical 
equipment designed for the monitoring of conversations. 5 
1 Mr. Bates i ~ Mr. Marshall PIT oe 3} ae ae . ee re! 44 L- Mr, Bishop | - Mr. Miller “Te i} - Me. Callahan 1-Mr. Soyars + 3 pec 6 1972 / ~WMr. Conrad 1- Mr. Cleveland 
[-Mr. Dalbey 
i ~ Mr. Jenkins > 

KS document 1s prepared in response to your request and ts not for diner “1 
‘nation outsidé your Committee. Its use is kmitel GN MMW Ey cecdivas Py 

wee Cum! Odour Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel ‘without the express approval.of the FBI . 

l- Mr. Keith sms rons sens AGS 
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| Memorandum tc .wAr. Felt 

RE: CONSENSUAL MONITORING OF TELEPHONE AND 
NON-TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS 

Inspector Number Qe Man A. A. Staffeld and the writer talked to 
Assistant Attorney General Petersen and Harold Shapiro, one of his deputies, 
on the afternoon of November 6, 1972. it was pointed out that the FBI had. 
previously been exempted from submitting such a yearly report and the 
maintenance of such an inventory, and a letter had been forwarded to the 
Attorney General July 2, 1969, in this regard. Both Petersen and Shapiro 
stated that the latest instructions were not meant to change the exemption - 
previously given the FBI in 1969, because to require such reports from the 
FBI would be duplicative and overlapping. They advised that they would 
furnish the FBI a current letter reiterating that the FBI is exempted. 

ASE RES YOR ELITES MEME SEM ATE RIT Tse Ba FREY 

It was also pointed out to Petersen and Shapiro that the new instruc- 
tions called for notification in writing to the Attorney General 48 hours prior 
to the utilization of consensual monitoring of non-telephone conversations. 
Again they pointed out they had included these instructions as a guideline for 
agencies, other than the FBI, who had a habit of mailing letters to the 
Attorney General that would arrive at the Department too late for authori- 
zation by the Attorney General. They stated that this has never been the 
problem with the FBI as we are located in the same building, and that they 
will give us approval on these just as they have in the past provided the 

. Attorney General or his designee is available. They were advised that in 
emergency situations where there was not sufficient time to obtain this 
authority that the authority of the Acting Director or the Acting Associate 
Director would be obtained and the Attorney General thereafter advised. 

With regard to consensual monitoring of telephone conversations, 
I, - the Attorney General states the investigating agency may Set up its own 

poem / controls, Tt is suggested that for the time being we continue to require the 
fi © “© authority of the Acting Director or Acting Associate Director. 

&, ACTION: : 

sf “i (1) No change will be made in the Bureau's current practice with 
ie | 2 regard to inventory or submission of annual reports, and a letter will be 
“fi é obtained from the Department renewing the FBI's exemption in this regard. 

s 4 

; i ot 

: hs (2) We will continue to obtain authority from the Attorney General 
| : 7 in connection with consensual monitoring of non-telephone conversations 

zi «just as we have before, so long as the Attorney General is available. In. 
s & emergency Situations the authority of the Acting Director or the Acting 
| ct Associaie Director will be obtained and the Attorney General will there- 
<p E after be advised promptly. me . 
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